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You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. 
Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
GRADUATION 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2015 
3:30 P.M. 
BoN SEcouRs WELLNESS ARENA 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Please remain standing for the processional, National Anthem and invocation.) 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
INVOCATION 
Bailey Park Tollison, Student Representative 
INTRODUCTION OF TRUSTEES 
President James P Clements 
RECOGNITION OF THE DEANS OF THE COLLEGES 
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Robert H Jones 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND DELIVERY OF DIPLOMAS 
President James P Clements 
RECOGNITION AND PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Class of '39 Award for Excellence 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Clemson University Brass Quintet 
Haleigh Marcolini, Soloist 
Dr. Donald E Beasley, University Marshal 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
E Smyth McKissick lll, Chair ..................... Greenville, SC James P Clements ................................................. President 
John N McCarter, Jr., Vice Chair ............... Columbia, SC Robert H Jones ...................... Executive Vice President for 
David E Dukes ............................................ Columbia, SC Academic Affairs 
Leon J Hendrix, Jr ................................ Kiawah Island, SC George R Askew .............. Vice President for Public Service 
Ronald D Lee ..................................................... Aiken, SC and Agriculture 
Louis B Lynn ............................................... Columbia, SC A Neill Cameron, Jr ........ Vice President for Advancement 
Patricia H McAbee ...................................... Greenville, SC Brett A Dalton ........................................ Vice President for 
Robert L Peeler ........................................... Lexington, SC Finance and Operations 
Mark S Richardson ..................................... Charlotte, NC R Larry Dooley ........... Interim Vice President for Research 
William C Smith, Jr .................................... Columbia, SC WC Hood ................................................... General Counsel 
Jo eph D Swann .......................................... Greenville, SC Almeda R Jacks ............. Vice President for Student Affairs 
Kirn Wilkerson ................................................... Cayce, SC Daniel Radakovich, Jr ........................... Director of Athletics 
David H Wilkins ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Trustees Emeriti 
DEANS 
Louis P Batson, Jr ......................................... Greenville, SC 
John J Britton .................................................... Sumter, SC 
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr .................................. Charleston, SC 
Harold D Kingsmore ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Thomas B Mc Teer, Jr .................................... Columbia, SC 
D Leslie Tindal ............................................. Pinewood, SC 
Allen P Wood ............................................ ... .. Florence, SC 
George R Askew .................... College of Agrirnlture, Forestry 
and Life Sciences 
M Margaret Farrell.. .................................. University Libraries 
Anand K Gramopadhye ..................... College of Engineering 
and Science 
Richard E Goodstein .................. College of Agriculture, Arts 
and Humanities 
Robert E McCormick ....................... College of Business and 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees Behavioral Science 
George J Petersen .............................. Eugene T Moore School 
Angie Leidinger of Education 
Brett A Wright.. ........................ College of Health, Education 
and Human Development 
CEREMONIAL Music 
Haleigh Marcolini, Soloist 
C lemson University Brass Quintet 
Prelude 
Various Marches and Processionals 
Processional 
Pomp and Circumstance - Sir Edward Elgar 
National Anthem 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music attributed to John Stafford Smith 
Musical Interlude 
Carol of the Bells - Ukrainian Traditional 
Closing 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Words by A C Corcoran, Class of' 19 
Music by R Hawkins and Hugh H McGarity 
Arranged by J Buder 
Recessional 
Rondeau from "Sinfonies De Fanfares" -
Jean Joseph Mouret 
HONORARY DEGREE 
Chief Justice Jean Hoefer Toal 
Doctorate of Humanities 
Widely regarded as a model of great industry, determination and high integrity, Chief 
Justice Jean Hoefer Toal began her service as an Associate Justice on the Supreme Court 
of South Carolina in 1988. The first woman to serve as a Justice of the South Carolina 
Supreme Court is also its longest serving member. Chief Justice Toal served as Chief Justice 
from 2000 until her retirement on December 31, 2015. 
Chief Justice Toal was born and attended elementary and high school in Columbia, South 
Carolina. She received her B.A. degree in philosophy from Agnes Scott College and her 
J.D. degree in 1968 from the University of South Carolina School of Law where she served 
as managing editor, leading articles editor and book review editor of the South Carolina 
Law Review. She is a member of the Order of the Coif, Mortar Board and Phi Beta Kappa. 
Chief Justice Toal practiced law for 20 years prior to her election to the South Carolina Supreme Court with the 
Haynsworth Law Firm in Greenville and with Belser, Baker, Barwick, Ravenel, Toal & Bender in Columbia . When she 
was admitted to the South Carolina Bar in 1968, women comprised less than one percent of the licensed lawyers in South 
Carolina. 
As a lawyer, Chief Justice Toal appeared in all levels of trial and appellate courts in South Carolina. She also had 
considerable experience as a litigator in United States District Court, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals and made one 
appearance as co-counsel before the United States Supreme Court. 
In addition to practicing law, Chief Justice Toal was active in public service. She served in the South Carolina House of 
Representatives representing Richland County for 13 years. She was the first woman in South Carolina to chair a standing 
committee of the House of Representatives and served as chairman of the House Rules Committee and chairman of the 
Constitutional Laws Sub-Committee of the House Judiciary Committee. 
During her 27 years on the Supreme Court, Justice Toal has written opinions addressing a full range of both criminal and 
civil issues and co-authored a book entitled Appellate Practice in South Carolina. 
In addition to her work on the bench, Chief Justice Toal has become chief advocate for South Carolina's Judicial 
Automation Project as a means of creating a more efficient court system. For her efforts, Chief Justice Toal was recognized 
by Government Technology magazine as one of the 2002 "Top 25 Doers, Dreamers & Drivers" of technology in 
government. 
ChiefJustice Toal has received numerous awards including the South Carolina Trial Lawyers Outstanding Contribution 
to Justice Award; the prestigious Margaret Brent Women Lawyers of Achievement Award from the American Bar 
Association's Commission on Women in the Profession; and the National Center for State Courts' Sandra Day O'Connor 
Award for the Advancement of Civics Education. She has served on the Clemson University Board of Visitors. 
Chief Justice Toal is married to her law-school classmate, William T. Toal. They live in Columbia and have two daughters 
and two grandchildren. Justice Toal enjoys a Clemson legacy through her father, Herbert Wellington Hoefer, a 1929 
Clemson College graduate with a B.S. in botl1 mechanical engineering and electrical engineering and her godfather, 
Theodore Marion Hoefer, a 1938 Clemson graduate with a B.S. in electrical engineering. 
For her untiring devotion to law, public service and the people of South Carolina, Clemson University is proud to bestow 
on Chief Justice Jean Hoefer Toal the honorary Doctorate of Humanities degree. 
Forest Resources 
Lauren Susan Pile ... .................................................. .............................................. .. ...... Springfield, VA 
B.S., American Military University; M.F.R., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Evaluation of Invasion Success and Development of Integrated Management for the 
Control of Chinese Tallow (Triadica Sebifera) 
Advisor: Dr. G Wang 
Genetics 
Shuangrong Yuan .............................................................. .. ... ........ ................................. Tianjin, China 
B.S., Beijing Forestry University; B.S., Michigan State University 
Dissertation: The Role of MicroRNAs in Plant Development and Abiotic Stress Response 
Advisor: Dr. H Luo 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Saleh Mokhtar Ahmed ....................................................................................... ............... Tripoli, Libya 
B.C., M.Sc., University of Tripoli 
Dissertation: Nematicidal Activity of Extracts from Phytolacca Americana on Five Plant-Pathogenic 
Nematode Species of Economic Importance 
Advisor: Dr. P Agudelo 
Rabia Fawzi El-Hawaz ............................................................. ... ...... .. ...... ....................... Benghazi, Libya 
B.S., M.S., Garyounis University 
Dissertation: Multi-Factor Models to Resolve Growth Responses In Vitro and During Subsequent 
Greenhouse Growth for Turmeric (Curcuma Longa L.) 
Advisor: Dr. J Adelberg 
Bindu Poudel. .... .......................................................... .................................................. Damauli, Nepal 
B.S., Tribhuvan University; M.S., University of Arkansas 
Dissertation: The Detection and Characterization of Some Viruses Infecting Blackberry and Cherry 
in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. S Scott 
Xin Qiao ................................................................................ .. .................................. Yun Cheng, China 
B.S., South China University of Technology, M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Developing Effective Ground and Space-based Soil Moisture Sensing Techniques for 
Irrigating Cotton in Coastal Plain Soils 
Advisors: Dr. A Khalilian and Dr. Y Han 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
William C Heaton ............................................................................................................... Chester, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Evaluation of Blue Tilapia (Oreochromis Aureus) for Aquatic Weed Control in South 
Carolina's Private Waters 
Advisor: Dr. J Rodgers 
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COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Planning, Design and the Built Environment 
Valerie Lynn Hammett ..................................................................................................... Rock Hill, SC 
B.S., Marylhurst University; M.S., American Public University 
Dissertation: Risk Analysis and Disaster Recovery: A Florida LIHTC Case Study 
Advisor: Or. M Lauria 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
James Michael Jones ..................................................................... ... ................................ Lexington, KY 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Estimating the Effect of Extended and Emergency Unemployment Benefits on the 
Long-term Unemployed- An Unintentional Natural Experiment in Kentucky 
Advisor: Or. C Simon 
Industrial Organizational Psychology 
Lauren Elizabeth Ellis ................................................................................................. St Pete Beach, FL 
B.A., Elon University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Tomorrow's Leading Ladies: How Core Self-Evaluations, Leadership Perceptions, and 
Social Support Influence Young Women's Leadership Aspirations 
Advisor: Or. M Taylor 
Anna Christina McFadden ............................................................................... .. ................. Pittston, PA 
B.A., Wilkes University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Impact of Co-workers on Safety Outcomes: Comparing Models of Moderation, 
Mediation, and Incremental Effects 
Advisor: Dr. T Britt 
Alec H Munc .................................................................................................................. Santa Rosa, CA 
B.A., University of California; M.S., San Francisco State University 
Dissertation: An Examination of Psychological Climate Linking Mechanisms Across the Three 
Strategic Priorities of Health, Safety, and Stress 
Advisor: Dr. R Sinclair 
Management 
James Edward Burleson ...................................................................................... .................... Waco, TX 
B.B.A., Baylor University; M.B.A., Auburn University 
Dissertation: External Social Media Use in Organizations: A Tri-Level Investigation and Research 
Agenda 
Advisor: Dr. V Grover 
Jillian Theresa Watson ..... ............. ................................... .. ................................................. Lebanon, IL 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University; M.B.A., Georgia College & State University 
Dissertation: Essays on "Deceptive" Counterfeits in Supply Chains: A Behavioral Perspective 
Advisors: Dr. A Roth and Dr. L Fredendall 
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EUGENE T MOORE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Reed Martin Chewning .................. ............................................................................. Spartanburg, SC 
B.A. Wofford College; M.Ed., Converse College 
Dissertation: Secondary English Teachers Dispositions Toward Technology Integration in 
One-to-One Environments 
Advisor: Dr. L Medford 
Sheliah Gwyn Durham ................................................................ .. ....................................... Seneca, SC 
B.A., Charleston Southern University; M.Ed., Southern Wesleyan University 
Dissertation: Exploring Elementary Teachers' Conceptions of Global Citizenship Through 
Cross-Cultural Interaction 
Advisor: Dr. M Che 
Emily Smothers Howell. ................................................................. .. ....... ........................ Greenville, SC 
B.A., Wofford College; M.Ed., Georgia State University 
Dissertation: Creating Arguments Using a Multiliteracies Approach: A Formative Experiment 
Advisor: Dr. D Reinking 
Christopher David White ... .......................................... ..... ..................... .. .. .... .............. ........ Seneca, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.A., University of Virginia 
Dissertation: The Creation and Validation of an Instrument to Measure School STEM Culture 
Advisor: Dr. J Marshall 
Educational Leadership 
Jennifer Michelle Horace ............. ................ ...... .... .... .......................................................... Chicago, IL 
B.A., University of Illinois; M.S., Indiana University 
Dissertation: Conceptions of Change: A Phenomenographical Study of the Reinvention Initiative 
at the City Colleges of Chicago 
Advisor: Dr. J Satterfield 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Automotive Engineering 
Chunjian Wang ................................................................................................................ Xintai, China 
B.S., M.S., Southeast University 
Dissertation: Analysis of Ring on Unilateral Elastic Foundation with Application in 
Non-pneumatic Tires 
Advisor: Dr. B Ayalew 
Yubin Xi ..................................................................... .......... .......................................... Taiyuan, China 
B.E., Central South Forestry University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Understanding the Automotive Pedal Usage and Foot Movement Characteristics of 
Older Drivers 
Advisors: Dr. P Venhovens and Dr. J Brooks 
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Bioengineering 
Emily Lynn Ongstad ........................................... ..... .. ....................... .... ............... ....... ........ St Paul, MN 
B.S., Michigan Technological University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Development and Validation of a Novel In Vitro Model for the Assessment of 
Heterocellular Interactions Mediated by Connexin4 3 
Advisor: Or. M LaBerge 
James Pierpont Turner ................................................................................................... Charleston, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Growth Factor Supplementation and Environmental Conditions on 
Human Adipose-derived Stem Cell Differentiation Towards Urothelial Lineage 
Advisor: Dr. J Nagatomi 
Chemical Engineering 
Margarita R Arcila Velez ................................................................................................ Cali, Colombia 
B.S., University of Valle 
Dissertation: Design and Synthesis of Polymer, Carbon, and Composite Electrodes for High Energy 
and High Power Supercapacitors 
Advisor: Dr. M Roberts 
Felipe Polo Garzon ..... ....... .............................. ........ ... ................................................... Cali, Colombia 
B.S., University of Valle 
Dissertation: Optimization of Pyrochlore Catalysts for the Ory Reforming of Methane 
Advisor: Dr. D Bruce 
Chemistry 
Lindsey Whitfield Cain .................................................................................................... Anderson, SC 
B.S., Lander University 
Dissertation: Understanding How Synthetic Organic Chemistry Graduate Students Navigate 
Scifinder 
Advisors: Dr. S Stuart and Dr. G Bhattacharyya 
Louis C Groff Il .............................................................................................................. Bethlehem, PA 
B.S., Kutztown University 
Dissertation: Picosecond Time-Resolved Studies of Multiple Energy Transfer in Conjugated 
Polymer Nanoparticles 
Advisor: Dr. J McNeill 
Charles N Lowe .................................................................................................... .. New Port Richey, FL 
B.S., Marshall University 
Dissertation: Bombardment Simulations and Intercalation Studies of Carbon Materials 
Advisor: Dr. S Stuart 
Cheryl Ann Moore ................. ... ....................................................................................... Pittsburgh, PA 
B.S., University of Pittsburgh 
Dissertation: Towards a Greater Understanding of Hydrothermally Grown Garnets and 
Sesquioxide Crystals for Laser Applications 
Advisor: Dr. J Kolis 
Khanh Van Thi Nguyen ..................................................................................... Thai Nguyen, Vietnam 
B.S., Hanoi National University of Education 
Dissertation: Tracking Anisotropic Optical Tracers to Study Biophysical Processes and Cytotoxicity 
Advisor: Dr. J Anker 
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Chemistry (continued) 
Dino Sulejmanovic ............. ... ............... ... ...... ...................... .. .................. ........ ..... .. . Bowling Green, KY 
B.S., Western Kentucky University 
Dissertation: High Temperature Synthesis and Characterization of Polyoxometalate Salt-Inclusion 
Solids 
Advisor: Dr. S Hwu 
Xiaoli Wang ..................................... ................................................................. ............. . Yuzhou, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: Development and Single Particle Spectroscopy of Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticle 
Advisor: Dr. J McNeill 
Xinyan Zhang ...................................... ... ..................................................... ................ .Shenyang, China 
B.S., Shenyang University of Chemical Technology; M.S., Murray State University 
Dissertation: Development of a Miniaturized Ambient Glow Discharge Ionization Source and its 
Application in Elemental and Molecular Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. L Zhang 
Civil Engineering 
Kaveh Afshinnia ................................................................................................................. Tehran, Iran 
B.S., Iran University of Science and Technology; M.S., Guilan University 
Dissertation: Investigation into Mechanisms and Mitigation of Alkali-Silica Reaction in Sustainable 
Portland Cement Concrete Containing Recycled Glass Materials 
Advisor: Dr. P Rangaraju 
Md Nasimul Hoque Chowdhury ............................................................................ Dhaka, Bangladesh 
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology; M.S. , Clemson University 
Dissertation: Investigation on Shallow Water Flow 
Advisors: Dr. A Khan and Dr. F Testik 
Sara Khoshnevisan ... ........................................................................................................... Tehran, Iran 
B.S., University of Tehran; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Efficient Robust Geotechnical Design - Methodology and Applications 
Advisor: Dr. C J uang 
Shengyin Li ........................................................ .. .......... ....... ......................................... Yizheng, China 
B.E., University of Science and Technology of China 
Dissertation: A Framework for Designing of Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Network 
Advisor: Dr. Y Huang 
Zhengqi Li ........................................................................................................................ Wuhai, China 
B.S., M.S., Tongji University 
Dissertation: Proportioning and Properties of U ltra-High Performance Concrete Mixtures for 
Application in Shear Keys of Precast Concrete Bridges 
Advisor: Dr. P Rangaraju 
J ie Lu ............. ... ........... ..................................... ............... ... ...... .. ...................................... Beijing, China 
B.E., Tsinghua University; M.S., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Robust Modeling Framework for Transportation Infrastructure System Protection 
Under Uncertainty 
Advisors: Dr. Y Huang and Dr. S Atamturktur 
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Civil Engineering (continued) 
Tina Nikou ......................................................................................................................... Tehran, Iran 
B.S., Sharif University of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Quest for Simple Ingenuity: Towards a Data-driven Framework for Defining and 
Modeling Elegant Design in Engineering 
Advisor: Or. L Klotz 
Saurabh Prabhu .............................................................................................................. Mumbai, India 
B.S. Veermata Jijabai Technical Institute; M.S. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Robust Model Development for Evaluation of Existing Structures 
Advisor: Dr. S Atamturktur 
Computer Engineering 
Guoxin Liu ....................................................................... ....... ......................................... Beijing, China 
B.S., Beihang University; M.E., University of Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Dissertation: An Efficient Holistic Data Distribution and Storage Solution for Online Social 
Networks 
Advisor: Or. H Shen 
Chenxi Qiu ......................................................................................................................... Xian, China 
B.S., Xidian University 
Dissertation: A Time-Efficient Strategy for Relay Selection and Link Scheduling in Wireless 
Communication Networks 
Advisor: Or. H Shen 
Computer Science 
Gongbing Hong ........................................................................ ... .............................. Lawrenceville, GA 
B.S., Wuhan Technical University; M.S., University of Science and Technology of China; 
M.S., Mississippi State University 
Dissertation: Downstream Bandwidth Management for Emerging DOCSIS-Based Networks 
Advisor: Or. J Martin 
Electrical Engineering 
J ungphil Kwon ............................... ................................................................................... Masan, Korea 
B.E., Changwon National University; M.S., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Filtering Impulses in Dynamic Noise in The Presence of Large Measurement Noise 
Advisor: Dr. A Hoover 
Dan Suriyamongkol ................................................................................................. Bangkok, Thailand 
B.Sc., King Mongkut Institute of Technology Ladkrabang; M.S., Ohio University 
Dissertation: Utilizing Trajectory Sensitivity Analysis and Control in Power Systems 
Advisor: Dr. E Makram 
Yunsong Zhao ................................................................................................................. Harbin, China 
B.S., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: Integrated Coherent Combining of Angled-Grating Broad-Area Diode Lasers: Design, 
Fabrication and Characterization 
Advisor: Or. L Zhu 
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Environmental Engineering and Science 
Francisco Javier Barajas Rodriguez .......................................... ............. .................. Hermosillo, Mexico 
B.S., University of Sonora 
Dissertation: Kinetics and Simulation of 1,4-Dioxane Biodegradation 
Advisor: Dr. D Freedman 
Jovan Popovic .................................................................................. ....................................... Aurora, IL 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Dissertation: Electrochemical Enhancement of Butanol Production and Xylose Consumption in 
Pure and Mixed Culture Fermentations 
Advisor: Dr. K Finneran 
Jennifer Christine Wong ............................................................................................... Pleasanton, CA 
B.S., University of California 
Dissertation: Plutonium in the Presence of Natural Organic Matter: Sorption Kinetics, Surface 
Complex Stability, and Subsurface Transport 
Advisor: Dr. B Powell 
Human Centered Computing 
Melva Tonisha James ......................................................... ....... .. ..... ................................... Jackson, MS 
B.S., University of Mississippi; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Iterative Design and Testing of a Mobile Application to Support Food Consumption 
Monitoring and Decision Making 
Advisors: Dr. K Caine and Dr. S Daily 
Industrial Engineering 
Bryan W Pearce ................................................................................ ....................... ...... Greenwood, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study on General Assembly Line Balancing Modeling Methods and Techniques 
Advisor: Dr. M Kurz 
Melissa Dorlette Paul ................................................... .......................................... Port-au-Prince, Haiti 
B.S., University of Haiti; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Efficiency of Synergistic Multicultural Teams 
Advisor: Dr. D Gramopahye 
Yushi Yang .................... ................................... ........ ............................... .. ....................... . Beijing, China 
B.S., Jiangnan University; M.S., Virginia Tech 
Dissertation: Nursing Interruption Dynamics: The Impact of Work System Factors 
Advisors: Dr. D Neyens and Dr. A Rodriguez 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Tugba Demir .................... ..... ........ .. ... .... .... ......... ... ........ .. ..... ............................................ Bursa, Turkey 
B.S., Izmir Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Oleophobic Polyester Films 
Advisor: Dr. I Luzinov 
Benn Haywood Gleason ..................................................................................................... Phoenix, AZ 
B.S., University of Arizona 
Dissertation: Designing Optical Properties in Infrared Glass 
Advisors: Dr. I Luzinov and Dr. K Richardson 
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Materials Science and Engineering (continued) 
Ragini Jenkins ................................................................................................... .......... Hyderabad, India 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Dissertation: A Bioresponsive and Multifunctional Polymer Based "Nanodevice" for Cancer 
N anotheranostics 
Advisor: Dr. S Foulger 
Chunliang Lu .................................................................................................................. Fukang, China 
B.S., M.S., Beijing University of Chemical Technology 
Dissertation: Anisotropic Stimuli-Responsive Polymeric Nanoparticles: Synthesis and 
Characterization 
Advisor: Dr. M Urban 
Spencer D Novak ..................................................................................................... Winter Springs, FL 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University; M.S., Bordeaux University 
Dissertation: Electrospray Deposition of Chalcogenide Glass Films for Gradient Refractive Index 
and Quantum Dot Incorporation 
Advisors: Dr. I Luzinov and Dr. K Richardson 
Mathematical Sciences 
Erin K Doolittle ............ .. ... ... ... ....... ....... ....... ................ ......... ... ..... .. ................................. Yorktown, VA 
B.A., B.S., University of Georgia; M.S. , Clemson University 
Dissertation: Robust Multiobjective Optimization: Theory and Application to Telecommunications 
Advisor: Dr. M Wiecek 
Hewa Arachchige Anuradha Priyadarshani ........... .. .................. ..... ....................... Colombo, Sri Lanka 
B.S., University of Colombo; M.S., University of North Florida; M.S., Georgia Southern 
University 
Dissertation: Bayesian Minimum Description Length Techniques for Multiple Changepoint 
Detection 
Advisors: Dr. R Lund and Dr. Y Li 
Shiyi Tu ............ ..... ...... ........................................................... .... ................ ..................... Wuhan, China 
B.S., University of Science and Technology of China; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Objective Bayesian Analysis on the Quantile Regression 
Advisor: Dr. X Sun 
Mechanical Engineering 
Nataraj Chandrasekharan ................ .. .............. .. ............................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.S., Sathyabama University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Electromechanical Modeling of a Honeycomb Core Integrated Vibration Energy 
Converter with Increased Specific Power for Energy Harvesting Applications 
Advisor: Dr. L Thompson 
Tianqi Hang ............................ ...................... .... ......... ... ...... ............... ............ .............. Shanghai, China 
B.S., East China University of Science and Technology 
Dissertation: In vitro Multi-scale Patient-specific Modeling of Hemodynamics in Stage 1 Norwood 
Palliation for the Treatment of Single Ventricle Heart Disease 
Advisor: Dr. R Figliola 
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Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Khuong Xuan Nguyen ..................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: On Subgrid-Scale Physics in the Convective Atmospheric Surface Layer 
Advisor: Dr. C Tong 
Meghashyam Panyam Mohan Ram .............................................................................. Bangalore, India 
B.S., M.S., Ramaiah Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Characterizing the Effective Bandwidth of Nonlinear Vibratory Energy Harvesters 
Possessing Multiple Stable Equilibria 
Advisor: Dr. M Daqaq 
Keith Thomas Ashman Phelan .................................................. .............. .............. ........... Clemson, SC 
B.S., United States Military Academy; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Configuration Management in Manufacturing and Assembly: Case Study and Enabler 
Development 
Advisor: Dr. J Summers 
Physics 
Mehmet Karakaya .............................. .................. ....................... ..... ................................ Konya, Turkey 
B.S., Selcuk University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Scalable Synthesis and Energy Applications of Defect Engineered Nano Materials 
Advisor: Dr. A Rao 
Polymer and Fiber Science 
Stephen James Hipp ..................................................................................................... Spartanburg, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Production and Characterization of Acrylic - Copolyaramid Bicomponent Fibers for 
Use in Cut Protection 
Advisor: Dr. P Brown 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Healthcare Genetics 
Sourat Darabi ................................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., M.S., Azad University 
Dissertation: Associations Between Hereditary Breast Cancer Susceptibility Gene Mutations and 
Aggressive Tumor Phenotype in High Risk Breast Cancer Women 
Advisor: Dr. J Eggert 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Sanghoon Kang .... ................................................................... ..... ................. ............. Changwon, Korea 
B.A., Gyeongju University; M.A., Seoul National University; M.S., Michigan State University 
Dissertation: Examining Spatial Aspects of Tourist Behavior on the South Carolina Coastal Area of 
the United States 
Advisor: Dr. W Norman 
Younsuk Kong ................ ... ......................... ...... .... .. ...... .. ....... ............................................. Busan, Korea 
B.S., Silla University; M.S., Kyonggi University 
Dissertation: Understanding Group Cohesion of Event and Festival Attendees 
Advisor: Dr. S Backman 
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Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management (continued) 
Weber Kirby Player ............................................................................................................ Clen1son, SC 
B.S., M.P.R.T.M., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Leisure, Obesity and Weight Loss: An Exploration of Leisure, The Public Health 
Ecological Model of Obesity and Identity Theory 
Advisor: Dr. F McGuire 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Policy Studies 
Hyeonggu Cha ................................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Soviet Launch of Sputnik: Sputnik Inspired Educational Reform and Changes in 
Private Returns in America 
Advisor: Dr. C Simon 
Kristen Kate Lientz .......................................................................................................... Montclair, VA 
B.A., Smith College; M.S., Michigan Technological University 
Dissertation: Entrepreneurship, Creativity, and Local Food Systems: Essays on Regional Economic 
Development in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. R Lamie 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND MASTER'S DEGREE 
Jason W Osborne, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY 
AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Kylie Michelle Burdette ................................ Abbeville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Kati Lynn Strawderman ......................................... Clio, SC 
Biological Sciences 
James David Beal ...................................... Indianapolis, IN 
Nicholas Anthony Brown ........................... Columbia, MO 
Jessica Marie Carr .... ............................. .... Staten Island, NY 
William Finley Davis, Jr ............................ Morganton, NC 
Shannon Lynn Deitz ......................................... Fresno, CA 
Peter John DiMauro .......................................... Saugus, MA 
Kristin Jill Eaton .............................................. Niceville, FL 
Cortney Hannah Flannery ................................ Beaver, KY 
Shelley Rae Leatherwood .......................... Kennewick, WA 
Kevin Lee McKinley .............................. Sandy Springs, GA 
Nicole Edell Mitch ............................ Arlington Heights, IL 
Scott Anthony Pallotta ............. ........ Dearborn Heights, MI 
Karla Cone Phillips ........................................ Bonneau, SC 
Jennifer Sue Simpson ................................... Due West, SC 
Charles Todd Walton ......................................... Killen, AL 
Entomology 
Stephanie Alliene Rhodes ............................ Hartsville, SC 
Food, Nutrition and Culinary Sciences 
Amy Carroll Haile .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Breanne J Halteman .................................. Green Lane, PA 
Jerry McGinty Marsh IV .............................. Columbia, SC 
Microbiology 
Ariane Martin ................................................. Lafayette, LA 
Packaging Science 
David Bradford Cottrell... ............................ Greenville, SC 
Mark Fritz Hendrickson ............................... Barrington, IL 
Samuel Dylan McGee .................................... Clemson, SC 
Wilson Ferrell Wright Sansbury .................. Van Wyck, SC 
Valerie Aisha Smith ..................... North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Henry Guy Ramsey IV ...................................... Sharon, SC 
David C Robb ............................................... Savannah, GA 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Ciera Marie Kinley ............................................ Pittston, PA 
Susan Ruth Sullivan .......................................... Valrico, FL 
Nathaniel Stoutt Weaver ............................... Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Ehsan Salarikhaniki ................................. Neyshabour, Iran 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE 
AND MANAGEMENT 
Adam Newberry Hall ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Benjamin Paul Mueller ...... ............................ St Louis, MO 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Lindsey Ann Elsey ....................................... Charleston, SC 
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCIDTECTURE 
Xiaotong Liu .................................................. Linhe, China 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Communication, Technology and Society 
Katie Lynn Barnes ................................. San Clemente, CA 
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History 
Sally Gillespie Mauldin ...................................... Easley, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Historic Preservation 
(Historic Preservation is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the College of Charleston.) 
Frances Marie Pinto ..................................... Charleston, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Neda Afzalichali ............................................. Clemson, SC 
Edward Rogers Barrett ......................................... Greer, SC 
Elizabeth M Belmont .................................... Newtown, CT 
Jonathan Hartmann Betke ........................... Anderson, SC 
Karl Eric Brauner ............................................ Mauldin, SC 
Jennifer Kathryn Brown .................................... Parker, CO 
Adam Nicholas Campbell... ...................... Spartanburg, SC 
Changxin Chen ....................................... Chengdu, China 
Andrew Wyatt Chupp .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Robert Andrew Custer ................................ Greenville, SC 
John R Davey 11 .......................................... Charleston, SC 
Victoria Claire DeCroes .............................. Kingsport, TN 
Katherine Marie Dixon ................................. Townville, SC 
James Sherburne Finch ................................ Greenville, SC 
Charles Willis Fore Ill ................................. .Savannah, GA 
Chelsea Summer Frost .................................... Houston, TX 
Zachary Nicholas Gamble ............................ Greenville, SC 
Arina Gil .................................................... Moscow, Russia 
Zachary Daniel Guest ....................... ........... Greenville, SC 
Yang Han ...................................................... Beijing, China 
Abdullah Faisal Hariri, Sr ................. Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
Erica Leigh Hawthorne ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Steven Daniel Holmes ........................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Derick Joseph Holzmacher ....................... Palm Harbor, FL 
Connor Lee Huston ............................. ....... Greenville, SC 
James L Johnson, Jr. ..................................... Greenville, SC 
John-Everett Kendall .................................... Greenville, SC 
Gilliam Welborne King .............................. Bishopville, SC 
Ryan Michael Ludwick .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Tianyi Ma ........................................................ Xi'an, China 
Hani George Madbak .. Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 
Andrew Louis Mcglashan .................... Hendersonville, NC 
Gregory Andrew Meyers ............................. Fort Smith, AR 
Edward Bradley Murdock .................................. Moore, SC 
Todd Brannon Owens ........................................ Easley, SC 
Jason Wayne Piechowiak ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Md Arifur Rahman .............................. Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Angel Manuel Ramirez .................................... Arecibo, PR 
Franklin Logan Reed ..................................... Franklin, TN 
Jaclyn M Rolando ...................................... Woodbury, MN 
Yusi Shen ..................................................... Wuhan, China 
Maxwell Louis Simons ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Ryan M Strange .................................................... Greer, SC 
Alex Franklin Taylor ................................ Washington, WV 
Jon Adam Team ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Jeriel Ashantae Thomas ............................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew Phillip Thomson ......................... Charleston, SC 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
(continued) 
Courtney Clarke Wickliffe ................................ Seneca, SC 
Brittany Michelle Williams .......................... Columbia, SC 
Jingxing Zhou ............................................... Foshan, China 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Kevin Russell Doeg ................................... Farmington, CT 
Urszula Mazur ............................ Sokolow Podlaski, Poland 
Bryce Randall Morgan .................................... Pineville, SC 
Joseph Lester Pray II .................................... Lake Forest, IL 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Xiaotian Chen .................................... .......... Beijing, China 
William Henry Hobbs Ill ............................. Anderson, SC 
Yubo Hua ............................................ Shijiazhuang, China 
Adam Kendall ............................................... Glen Ellyn, IL 
Christopher Andrew Pillitere .......................... Cypress, TX 
Sarah Polpibulaya .................................. Bangkok, Thailand 
Kelsey Victoria Roberts .................................. Swansea, MA 
Yunzi Zhu .......... ...................................... Changsha, China 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Ralph Israel Mondesir ....................................... Seneca, SC 
Lu Sun .......................................................... Beijing, China 
Applied Psychology 
Kandice N Goguen ..................................... Colchester, CT 
Applied Sociology 
Hannah Marie Jefferies ................................ Charlotte, NC 
Meichen Lu ............................................... Huizhou, China 
Graphic Communications 
Jessica C Doherty ........................................ Wakefield, MA 
Jason Adam Palmer ............................................. Reno, NV 
Elizabeth Rich ............................................ Cave Creek, AZ 
Management 
Xiao Xiao .................................................. KunMing, China 
Marketing 
Yunan Wang ................................................. Harbin, China 
EUGENE T MOORE SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Hannah Lynn Arnold .............................................. Iva, SC 
Laura D Carter ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Teasha Kincaid Gibson ................................ Columbia, SC 
Tomeka Johnette Love ................... .............. Lexington, SC 
Matthew Lee Moore ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Christine Adele Plumier .............................. Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth O'Neal Schumpert ............................. Saluda, SC 
Holly Montell Shaw .................................... Lexington , SC 
Joni O'Dell Snyder. ................................... Ware Shoals, SC 
Pamela Denise Turman .................... ..... ... McCormick, SC 
Tiara Glenn Watson ......................................... Bradley, SC 
Counselor Education 
Sandra Oluwafunmilayo Adeleye .......................... Katy, TX 
Madison Finley Barrett ............................. Westminster, SC 
Alison Lynne Cory ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
Adriane Leake Morgan ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Gina Neri .................................................. Philadelphia, PA 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Level Education 
Alexander Kami! Abercrombie ......... .... .......... Mauldin, SC 
Shedonia MarleQuaya McDowell-Currence .. Gastonia, NC 
William Lynn Twitty II .............................. Columbus, OH 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Lindsay Elizabeth Buckley .......................... Greenwood, SC 
Pamela C Chestnut ....................................... Batesburg, SC 
Amanda Rowland Dunlap ......................... Greenwood, SC 
Hannah Holder ....... .......... ....................... .... Abbeville, SC 
Lauren Renee Newton .................................. Abbeville, SC 
Amanda Hope Pinson ............................................. Iva, SC 
Paula Lynn Taylor .......................................... Waterloo, SC 
Counselor Education 
Sandra Oluwafunmilayo Adeleye .......................... Katy, TX 
Madison Finley Barrett ............................. Westminster, SC 
Alison Lynne Cory ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
Lauren Patterson ....................................... Spartanburg, SC 
James Kristopher Taylor ............................... Greenville, SC 
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Special Education 
Eileen Lauren Pape ........................... Port Washington, NY 
Lyndsey Scott ........................................ Fairfax Station, VA 
Teaching and Learning 
Heidi Dolly Cian ........................................ ... Andrews, SC 
Coral Nicole Hoesli ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew James Schuette ............................... Piedmont, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT 
Cori co Rashad Wright .............................. Milledgeville, GA 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Biomedical Engineering 
Wesley J Froehlich ........................................ Brookings, SD 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
William Warren Glover ........................... Christiansted, VI 
Kara Lauren Gundersen .................................. Raleigh, NC 
Christopher Richard Thomas ..... Petit Valley, Trinidad and 
Tobago 
Chuqiao Wang ........................................... Nanjing, China 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Automotive Engineering 
Mark David Benton .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Abdelrahim Ahmad Kha! ......................... .. ... Zarqa, Jordan 
Matthew Krugh ............................................. Pittsburgh, PA 
Bhuvanesh Sainath ..................................... Chennai, India 
Shichao Sun ................................................. Baotou, China 
Bioengineering 
Ryan Andrew Borem ................................. Los Angeles, CA 
Christopher Michael Fernandez ........................ Clifton, NJ 
Matthew Pysh .................................................. Midland, TX 
Chemistry 
Marissa Ann Pierson ..................................... Pittsburgh, PA 
Civil Engineering 
Yucheng An .............................................. Hengshui, China 
Yazurved Sai Vishwaksen Aravalli ........... Hyderabad, India 
Matthew Daniel Baker ..................................... Sterling, VA 
Lloyd Austin Chalker. .................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Kevin Bradford Driggers ...................................... Latta, SC 
Mehdi Hasan .......................................... Hyderabad, India 
Shreyas Sanjay Indurkar ............................ ... Nagpur, India 
William Devant James ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Sravani Juluru ......................................... Hyderabad, India 
Shantanu Shreeram Kulkarni ........................ Clemson, SC 
Joshua Alan Mitchell ................................... Columbia, SC 
Ki ran Hari Pandhare ...................................... Clemson, SC 
Jayesh Madhukar Phatangare ......................... Nashik, India 
Franklin Logan Reed ..................................... Franklin, TN 
Benjamin Coston Robertson ..... ....................... Boone, NC 
Bryanna Joy Saunders ................................... Charlotte, NC 
Shweta Shrestha ............................................. Trishu, Nepal 
Benjamin Garrett Walker ............................ Huntsville, AL 
Elizabeth Mary Wheeler ..................... .... . Indian Land, SC 
Shehzad Ziaee ........... ............ ......................... Clemson, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Luogeng Dai ......................................... ....... Fuzhou, China 
Dan Du ..................................................... Xinxiang, China 
Venkataraman Ganesh ............................... Chennai, India 
Jayadevan Puthumanappilly ........................... Clemson, SC 
Jingxuan Sun .......................................... ........ Jining, China 
Computer Science 
Haseeb Abdul ......................................... Hyderabad, India 
Shoab Ahmed ......................................... Hyderabad, India 
Joseph Hollice Blankenship ............................ Six Mile, SC 
Himanshu Chaturvedi ...................................... Pune, India 
Michael Jay Chaudhary ................................ Anderson, SC 
Zian Chen .... ....... ................................. ... QianJiang, China 
Mit Arunkumar Dave ..................................... Rajkot, India 
Xingchen Dong ........................................... Anqing, China 
Chen-Jui Fang .. ................. ........................... Taipei, Taiwan 
Jiang Fang ............... ................... ......... . XuanCheng, China 
Kevin Alexander Freeman ......................... Fayetteville, NC 
Bhargav Golla ............................................. Chittoor, India 
Guolin Han ....................................................... Juye, China 
Kun He ............................................. ....... ...... Wuhu, China 
Xiangna Jia .................................................... Baiyin, China 
Gauri Vishveshvar Kulkarni ....................... Mumbai, India 
Hongda Li .................................................. Liuzhou, China 
Xuanye Li ...................................................... Wuhu, China 
Shengying Liu ........................................... Qiqihaer, China 
Chenyang Long ............................................. Dalian, China 
Prithika Manivannan .................................. Chennai, India 
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Computer Science (continued) 
Kaushik Mohan .............................................. Trichy, India 
Amit Nanda ...................................................... Patna, India 
Zhizhong Pan ........................................ ........ Wuhu, China 
Jinxuan Qu ................................................... Tianjin, China 
Saurabh Rai .............. ..... ....... ....... ................... Jhansi, India 
Timothy Joseph Scott ................................... Lexington, SC 
Tyler Roman Scott .... ... ................................ Pendleton, SC 
Wenqian Tao ............................................. Kunshan, China 
Lu Wang ................... ....................................... Hefei, China 
Nan Xie ................................................... Cangzhou, China 
Hetian Yang .... .................... ............................. Central, SC 
Lei Zhang ........................................................ Hefei, China 
Ye Zhang ......................................................... Clemson, SC 
Jingwei Zheng .............................................. Shaowu, China 
Electrical Engineering 
John Richard Aggas ............................................ Aiken, SC 
David Martin Busch .. .................................. Greenville, SC 
Lingzhi Gao ....................................... ...... ... Nanjing, China 
Snigdhaswin Kar. ................................ Bhubaneswar, India 
Tanmay N Kavathekar ................................ Mumbai, India 
Zhanhe Liu ................................................ Xinxiang, China 
Allison Ann Manhard ............................. Johnson City, TN 
Shawn N Mathew ....................................... Mumbai, India 
Jyoti Paudel .............................................. Fort Collins, CO 
Mohan Karthik Rama raj ............................ Chennai, India 
Zheng Wang ......................................... Changchun, China 
Nikitas Zagoras .... ........................................ Athens, Greece 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
J iankun Cai .... ......................................... Nanchang, China 
Nathan Alec Conroy ............... ................ .......... Seattle, WA 
Kristin Marie Frederickson .......................... Greenville, SC 
Longchau Due Hoang ........................................ Santee, CA 
Benjamin David Huffer ...................................... Aiken, SC 
Amanda Jean Kunkle ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Sijia Liao .................................................. Shenzhen, China 
Jonathan Simpson Locklair ............ ...................... Irmo, SC 
W David Locklair ................................................. .Irmo, SC 
Elizabeth Led ere Miller. ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Eugene Simonds .............................................. Atlanta, GA 
Courtney Alyssa Thompson ....................... Dunstable, MA 
Hydrogeology 
Alexander Charles Hanna ................. Woodland Hills, CA 
Alexandra-Selene Jarvis ... South Oropouche, Trinidad and 
Tobago 
Jason Bryan Meadows ..................................... Leesville, SC 
Colby Joseph Thrash ..................................... Madison, MS 
Hydrogeology (continued) 
Han Wang ................... .. ............................... Beijing, China 
Dalton S Weinstein .................................. Summerville, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Mohan Vijay Adusumilli ........................ Vijayawada, India 
Mohammad Zaki Anwar Ansari .................... Indore, India 
Tejas Arvind Bhagwat .................. .............. ...... . Pune, India 
Ohiraj Kumar Reddy Bokka ................... Hyderabad, India 
Venkatramanan Chanchapalli Madhavan .. Chennai, India 
Jithesh Reddy Chillakuru .. .. ................... Hyderabad, India 
Vigneshwar Devarajan ................................ Chennai, India 
Ravi Teja Gandikota ..................... .... ...... Hyderabad, India 
Vinitha Kanaparthi .......... ....................... Khammam, India 
Venkatesh Karri ...................................... Vijayawada, India 
Ajinkya Satish Kavathekar ................................ Pune, India 
Sameer Suhas Kinikar ................. ............... ..... . Pune, India 
Akshay Kumar Manda ............................ Hyderabad, India 
Hariharaprabhu Narayanan ........................ Chennai, India 
Adhiraj G Prajapati ..................................... Mumbai, India 
Keerti Ram Nataraaj .............................. Tamil Nadu, India 
Pranav Shirole ................................................... Pune, India 
Sushant Ajay Shah ............................................ Pune, India 
Ronica Shekar ... ........... .................. ..... .. .... Bangalore, India 
Saketh Suresh ............. .. ......................... .. ... Chennai, India 
Tejas K Thate .................................................... Pune, India 
Yashwanth Sri Sekhar Tipirneni. ............ Hyderabad, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Joshua Jenkins Furtick ......................................... Greer, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Kevin Wayne Dettman ................................. Pendleton, SC 
Haodong Li ..................................................... Jinan, China 
Monica Deni Morales Hernandez. Aguascalientes, Mexico 
Hao Zuo ................................................. HanZhong, China 
Mechanical Engineering 
Abdullah Ahmed Bawazir ........ ... ..... . Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Aditya Dabral .................... .......................... Mumbai, India 
Dawei Gao ............................................... Yinchuan, China 
Kirthan Shankar Hebbalalu Velpanur ..... Bangalore, India 
Moh'd Ghazi Jaradat ........................................ Central, SC 
Manu R Kittane ....................................... Bengaluru, India 
Ankit Kumar .................................................. Ranchi, India 
Ruofei Liu ...... .. ........... ... .......................... Shanghai, China 
Likitha Marneni ......................................... Warangal, India 
Swapnil S More ........................................... Mumbai, India 
Justin Tharp Moylan ...................... .. .......... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nischithreddy Muthyala ......................... Hyderabad, India 
Sandeep Kumar Paruchuri ..................... Hyderabad, India 
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Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Sunnykumar R Patel.. ........... .. .......................... Surat, India 
Rishil Potluri ........................................... Vijayawada, India 
Krupakaran Ravichandraan ...................... Bangalore, India 
Varun Bhavesh Rawal ........................... Ahmedabad, India 
Julio Cesar Rodriguez Gonzalez ..... Sonsonate, El Salvador 
Shyamal Mukeshkumar Satodia .................... Clemson, SC 
Zachary Tyler Satterfield ............................... Anderson, SC 
Shervin Shoai Naini .. ...... .. ......... ............ .. ..... . Tehran, Iran 
David Adam Spencer ................................... Columbia, SC 
Vi jay Sarthy Mysore Sreedhara ................. Bangalore, India 
Shamitha Thandra ....... .................................. Clemson, SC 
Jordan Taylor Todd ................... .. ..... ....... .... Charleston, SC 
Ashwin Trikuta Srinath ............................ Bangalore, India 
Tejaakash Valavala ...................................... Kakinada, India 
Srikant Vedula ................................. Visakhapatnam, India 
Xiaotian Wang ............ ............................. Shanghai, China 
Xujie Wang ................................................... Beijing, China 
Boyce Lanier Woolbright .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
Qian Zhang .................................................. Suqian, China 
Tian le Zhang ................................................. Dalian, China 
Physics 
Bishwambhar Sengupta .................... .. ..... ... .. Kolkata, India 
Joseph Matthew Toddy ............................... Alpharetta, GA 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Erin Fitzgerald Carlisle ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Matthew Tyler DeWitt .................................. Newberry, SC 
Jamilah Ann Frazier .................................... Charleston, SC 
Jeffrey Paul Mcfetridge ............................ San Antonio, TX 
Kyle L Newton .............................................. Anderson, SC 
Devon Fitzroy Pelle .................................. Summerville, SC 
Kevin David Stiens ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Yu ting An ................... .... .. .............. ... .. .. ...... . Beijing, China 
Shannon Michelle Crawford .............. Winston-Salem, NC 
Brenna J Goodwin ..................................... Winchester, TN 
Blake B Hunter ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Yuilynn Miao .......................... ................. Taichung, Taiwan 
Katherine Hester Campbell Smith ........... Westminster, SC 
Ryan George Stewart ................................. West River, MD 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
(continued) 
Rebecca Lynn Stoltz ..................................... Woodstock, IL 
Rendrick Tyquan Taylor ........................................ Clio, SC 
Youth Development Leadership 
Allison Michelle Avishai ............................... Scottsdale, AZ 
Terra L Brannon ...................................... .Spartanburg, SC 
Myra Rose Gilreath .................... ... ...... ............. Neenah, WI 
Timothy Boyce Hawkins .............................. Greenville, SC 
Lindsay Shae Hicks ........................................... Beaver, WV 
Nasaskyia Rokenza Hicks ................................. Central, SC 
Shannon York Norwood ................................ Monroe, NC 
Kristina Rose Presley ................................... Jacksonville, FL 
Valerie Ryan Smith ....................................... Hartsville, SC 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY 
AND LIFE SCIENCES 
George R Askew, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Matthew Joseph Albritton ............. .......... Birmingham, AL 
Ismael Augustin ............................................ Columbia, SC 
Emily Elizabeth Cooper. .............................. Greenville, SC 
Hailey Ann Gundrum .................................. Anderson, SC 
Megan Claire Hennon ................................... St Louis, MO 
Tameshia Laderricka Hinton ........................ Rock Hill, SC 
Jacob Preston Krause .... ....................................... Greer, SC 
David Daniel John Kroger .......................... Melbourne, FL 
Akia Marquise McColl um ....................... Summerville, SC 
Rachel Joy Morris ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Alexandra Theresa Rezendes ....................... Cataumet, MA 
Shaunteca Shaquille Simmons ........... .. .............. Aiken, SC 
Valerie Christine Thompson ... .... ......... ......... .. . Central, SC 
Sarah Jerusha Winship Wagner. ....... ......... Merrimack, NH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agribusiness 
Matthew Kenneth McCaskill... .......................... Bethune, SC 
Agricultural Education 
Marcus Allen Banks .................................. RidgeSpring, SC 
Rachel Victoria Chandler. .................................. Easley, SC 
Joseph Braden Iusti ...... ............ ......... ............... Kinards, SC 
Chelsea Grace Nichols ....................................... Saluda, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Justin Keith Amos ....................................... ... . Sylvania, GA 
Alexander Mat Coleman ................................... Saluda, SC 
Zachary Ralph Gibson ....................................... Elloree, SC 
Bradley Drake Kinley .................................... Anderson, SC 
Lee Michael Nowokunski ...................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Cory Frank Troutman .................... .. .... Hickory Grove, SC 
Timothy Dallas Wright ................. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Lindsey M Adam ..................................... Amelia Island, FL 
Alexandria Lane Ballou .... ....... ................. Spartanburg, SC 
t*** Ashley Nicole Bowyer ........................ Charleston, WV 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences (continued) 
Jennifer Marie Copley ................................... Columbia, SC 
Diana Suzanne Falcone .................................. Holmdel, NJ 
Paul J Hoberek ........ .................................... ... Fort Mill, SC 
Chelsey Elizabeth Holmes ............................. Edgefield, SC 
Pauline Jordan James .................................. Charleston, SC 
Hannah Sharon Jordan ................................ Columbia, SC 
Madeleine Mae Kent.. ..................................... Bluffton, SC 
Madison Elizabeth Kirk ................................... Laurens, SC 
Dalton Altas Knight ........................... .. .............. Union, SC 
Rachel Ann Kunkler ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
*Jeanice Carey Lane .......................... ... .... Simpsonville, SC 
Gabryelle Jewel Lott ...................................... Lexington, SC 
Anastacia Michelle Lynch .................................... Greer, SC 
**Haley Reid McCall ........................................... Greer, SC 
t***Kerry Elizabeth McCrory ............................ C lover, SC 
Kelly Speer McKinnell ....................................... Fairfax, VA 
Whittney Trina Merchant ................................. Sumter, SC 
Sara Beatrice Moreland ................................ Ridgeville, SC 
Andrew Grayson Morris .................................... Inman, SC 
Kelsey Anne Louise Robinson ..................... Charlotte, NC 
Chantel Phontaine Georgette Simmons. Summerville, SC 
Aubrey Marie Smith ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Lena Marie Spencer .................................. Schenectady, NY 
Charles Lowndes Taylor. ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Samantha Devin Verdone ............................... .... Easley, SC 
Samantha Marie Verlaque ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Casey M Wheeler. ................. ......................... Durham, NC 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Katherine Carr Neiffer ............................. Greensboro, NC 
Biochemistry 
t***Kaylee Ann Kotwis .................. Canal Winchester, OH 
t***Stephen Lewis Patrick .............................. .... Gable, SC 
Biological Sciences 
Morgan Brooke Allman ................................... Atlanta, GA 
t**Stephanie Michelle Amendola ........ Mountain Top, PA 
Annabelle Dawn Bennett ......................... Summerton, SC 
Kelly Rose Black ............................................ Dedham, MA 
**Michael Thomas Bocklet ......................... Charleston, SC 
Stephanie Frances Brierley ........................... Cohasset, MA 
***James Rolon Brooks ................................ Greenville, SC 
***Courtney Ashton Bullard .............................. Easley, SC 
*Alexander Andrew Buttress .............. North Andover, MA 
Ronald Wayne Cassada, Jr ........... ....... .............. Leland, MS 
Kayla Dawn Culbertson .................................... Taylors, SC 
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Biological Sciences (continued) Food Science 
Emily Rebecca Downs ..................... ............ Alpharetta, GA Deanna Marie Cancello ................................ Anderson, SC 
Chase Alexander Duncan .............................. Clemson, SC Rachel Rebecca Du Rant ............................ Hemingway, SC 
t*John Phillip Ellington ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC Chantel Brianna Elliott ............................... Greenville, SC 
Thomas Jacob Forth ..................................... Columbia, SC Carolyn Hope Musselwhite ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
David Andrew Gray .......................... ........ Mt Croghan, SC Logan Wilson Pierce .................................. Harrisburg, NC 
Zachary Alan Green ....................................... Edgefield, SC 
Ryan Gregory Heintz ............... ....... .. ................. Moore, SC Forest Resource Management 
t**Megan Lorraine Hembree .............. ............ Six Mile, SC 
Alexis Jane Holland .............................. Ansbach, Germany 
Marie Elizabeth Huegel ................................ Columbia, SC 
Chloe Savannah Iversen ...... .. ............................ Sunset, SC 
Stephanie Taylor Johannsen ......... ...... .... .... .. . Fort Mill, SC 
William Preston Kabrich ...... .. ... ........ ........ Greensboro, NC 
Emmet Francis Martin, Jr. ..................... ...... Greenville, SC 
*Michael Vincent Griffo ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
*Kevin Michael Harris .................................... Royston, GA 
Nathan Achellis Larck ......................................... Elgin, SC 
Jessica LeeAnn Rutland .............................. ..... .... Ward, SC 
Bradley Elliott Sheorn .................................... Camden, SC 
Trey Chartener Trickett ............................... Greenville, SC 
Keeley Lynn McIntyre ................. ............. .... Greenville, SC Genetics 
*Rebecca Jeanne Mc Vicker ......................... Portsmouth, RI 
Skyler Beau Melton ............ ........................ Wadesboro, NC Eric Scott Lew .............. ....................................... Miami, FL 
Evan Chance Miller .............................................. Starr, SC Horticulture 
John Dallas Owens III .............................. Chapel Hill, NC 
Amar Prakash Patel.. ...................................... Yemassee, SC Wade Cothran Alexander .................. .. .. ... .. Charleston, SC 
Margi Patel ........................................... Gandhinagar, India 
Vivek Bhavas Patel ............ ......................... Greenwood, SC 
Melton Lee Bundrick, Jr .......... ....................... .. Chapin, SC 
Alexandra Emmaline Carver ...................... . Columbus, NJ 
Jennifer Leigh Patton ...................... ... ........ . Damascus, MD Benjamin Jacob Harrison .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Cecilia Maria Petromichelis ........... .. ............ Greenville, SC Tyler Joseph Hughey .............. ..... ... .. ... ............ Chesnee, SC 
Raven Kedra Richardson ........................... ... . Lancaster, SC Taylor Nicole Murphy ................................... Piedmont, SC 
David Ryan Schwartz ... ........... .................... San Diego, CA Justin Thomas Shirley ................................... Pendleton, SC 
*Misha Sharif.. ...... ........ ... ............ ...... ............ Clemson, SC Christopher Paul Smith ............................. .. ...... . Pelion, SC 
***Benjamin Murray Smith .......................... Piedmont, SC 
***Noah Isaac Davis Smith ....................... James Island, SC Microbiology 
Lindsey Anne Stegall ...................... .................... Easley, SC Alicia May Burns ............................................ Lancaster, PA 
Jared Paul Stevens ...... ... .............. ...... ............ Townville, SC Morgan Nicole Meckley ...................................... Mt Joy, PA 
Nicholas Steven Tanner ......... ..... ... .... North Kingstown, RI 
t*Lacey Carroll Todd ..................................... Roanoke, VA Packaging Science 
Jordan Elise Trammell ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
t**Leah Elizabeth Watts ............................ Owatonna, MN 
Jaclyn Michelle Whitt .. ............................... Lake Wylie, SC 
Andrew David Williams .......................... Summerville, SC 
Jacob Pressley Youngblood ..... ...................... Rock Hill, SC 
Maria Francene Zazzara ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Zachary Marshall Zboch ............................... Charlotte, NC 
Taylor Vivian Blanton .............. ........................... Aiken, SC 
Dominic Martel Boyd ................................... Columbia, SC 
*Rebecca Lindsay Brown ................ .............. Columbia, SC 
William Brock Byers ......................................... Shelby, NC 
Chelsea Caitlin Caraway ..................................... Easley, SC 
Michael Wesley Cash ........................................... Greer, SC 
Brian Michael Chase ................................... Frederick, MD 
Environmental and Natural Resources Devin Lee Clark ................................................ Chapin, SC 
*Krystal Lynn Corasio .................................. Anderson, SC 
Harrison Edward Bramlette .......................... Anderson, SC George Parker Cromley, Jr ..................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Stephen Austin Cole .............................. Lawrenceville, GA Cody Mitchell Deas ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Cody Alexander Parks ................................... Rock Hill, SC Keller Max Debruhl ................................ ..... Greenville, SC 
Natalie Carol Rekers ....... ........ .......... .. ...... Spartanburg, SC Christopher Lee Elliott ................. ... ..... .... ... Lexington, KY 
William Thomas Rogers .............................. Ridgeville, SC Haley Amelia Ellis ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
Kevin Francis Tobin .................................... Lone Tree, CO t**David Townsend Furtick ................................ Greer, SC 
James Avery Gibson ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
William Charles Herrington IV ..................... ... McBee, SC 
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Packaging Science (continued) 
*Linden Eve Holder. ................................... Charleston, SC 
David James Kinder, Jr .................................. Columbia, SC 
Clarice Lynn Krause .................................... Charlotte, NC 
Phillip Michael Mader. .................... Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
Wesley Hall Matthews ..... ..... ......................... Rock Hill, SC 
Lauren Alexandra McDonald ............... North Augusta, SC 
***Dustin Billy Merritt ...................................... Clover, SC 
Graham Robert Morris ........................ ..... ... Greenville, SC 
Maelin Rebecca Neipp ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Maridee Timms Rabb ................................ Midlothian, VA 
Karl Chase Reamer ............................................ Seneca, SC 
Stephen Lawrence Rosso ............ .. .............. Charleston, SC 
Elizabeth Allison Samuels .............. ... ....... Summerville, SC 
Lauren Anna Teodori .................................... .... Moore, SC 
Richard Theodore Weil lll .... .. .................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael John Woerner ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Pre-professional Studies 
Lauren Michelle Ball... .. ..... .... ............... Mechanicsburg, PA 
Soils and Sustainable Crop Systems 
Joanna K Preg ..................................................... Atlanta, GA 
Turfgrass 
Timothy James Hamann ............................. Charleston, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Tyler Maria Bainbridge ............ ................... Charleston, SC 
Mandy Nicole Bellamy ..... .. ...... .... ....... .... .... .... .... .. lrmo, SC 
Ridge Branson Gleaton .... .............................. Barnwell, SC 
Perry Jonathan Loftis ........ .. .................................. Starr, SC 
Nicholas Mark Masto ................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Taryn Elizabeth McCutchen ....................... Bishopville, SC 
Alexis Karishma Patel .. ........................... ... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Gary Douglas Pence ......... .. ................ ............ Fort Mill, SC 
Garrison Steele Quick ............................. Bennettsville, SC 
Taylor Elizabeth Shook ................................ Savannah, GA 
Tucker Andrew Simmons ........................... . Greenville, SC 
Jessica Lee Vukovich ........................................ Chester, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
Richard E Goodstein, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Lynda Kong ........... .. .................... ..... .. ....... .... ...... Duncan, SC 
Visual Arts (continued) 
Chelsea Patenaude ................................................. Easley, SC 
***Brittany Irene Wilund ...... ......................... Lexington, SC 
*Clare Denise Wolf ........................................ Charleston, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCIDTECTURE 
tNicole Barbour Cary ............................. Mechanic Falls, NJ 
John Lawson Good ....................... .. ......................... York, SC 
Nicolas Antonio Hernandez ............................ Anderson, SC 
Gunnar James Lowe ................................. Sandy Springs, GA 
Patrick Joseph Petrone ........................................... Brielle, NJ 
Emily Jane Petz .................................................... . Akron, OH 
John Coker Plowden ......................................... Kingstree, SC 
Benjamin Chad Smith ....................................... Bethune, SC 
Matthew Townsend Smith ........................ ....... Columbia, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
Damascus David Burns ................................. Anderson, SC 
Julia Alanna C hapman ....................... Little Mountain, SC 
Miguel Carlo Pangan Errazo ............ North C harleston, SC 
Samantha Lee Kasten ............ ..................... Cherry Hill , NJ 
Stephanie Elizabeth McConnell ............. .. ..... Houston, TX 
Lizete Arambul Rea .... ......................... Los Moch is, Mexico 
Brian Michael Andrew Whitaker ............... Charleston, SC 
Communication Studies 
**Julie M Anderson ............................................. Greer, SC 
Bria Nikita Anthony .............................. ... .. Covington, GA 
Alicia Briana Broughton .... ..................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Margaret Aylene Burnette ............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Grace Phillips C handler .... ........ ... ................ Potomac, MD 
Kate Kornegay Corvino ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Tristen Zaryn Dewar .................................... Bradenton, FL 
Christopher John Diorio ........................... Middletown, NJ 
***Hannah Elizabeth Greene ............... ............... Cary, NC 
Cornelius L Harrington .......................... .. ......... Dillon, SC 
Elizabeth Townsend Huguley .. .................... Greenville, SC 
Justin Johnson ............... ....... .. ....................... .. .. Chicago, IL 
Taylor Austin Koon ............................................... Irmo, SC 
t**Sarah C hristian Mallare ........................... Roanoke, VA 
Frances Nicole Mock .. ........ ...... .... ...... ... .. ... Charleston, SC 
Sarah Madeline Newport ....................... .. ...... Clemson, SC 
**Elizabeth Jones Norris ....................................... Estill, SC 
Alexandria Maria Poulos ................................. Chester, SC 
David Vernon Reader ............................... Greensboro, NC 
Payton Lane Shiver ............................... North Augusta, SC 
**Kayla Eryn Skipper ........................................ Gilbert, SC 
t**Caroline Quinn Story ............................ Matthews, NC 
Jess ica Nicole White ................................... Cumming, GA 
*Savannah Grace Williams ... ....... .... ...... ...... Greenville, SC 
*Alana Jade Wimpey ... .................... ........... ....... Pickens, SC 
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English 
Susan Patricia Bair ........................................ Bethesda, MD 
Elizabeth Louise Benton ......................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Tunisia Danielle Broome ............................... Ridgeway, SC 
Andrew Jares Burns .............................. Downers Grove, IL 
McKenzie Anne Elmer ...................................... Chapin, SC 
Eric Rafael Fernandez ...................................... Loomis, CA 
Coretta Shand rel Good .................................... Albany, NY 
Ashley Marlana Hall ..................................... Anderson, SC 
**Hannah Grace Madison ............................ Arlington, VA 
Joseph John McGrail, Jr ......................... Downingtown, PA 
t*Kelly Catherine Quick ............................ Warrenton, VA 
Robert F Snyder III ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Brandon Todd Wade ........................................... Greer, SC 
History 
Daniel Christian Berk .................................... Clemson, SC 
William Anthony Brown .......................... Campobello, SC 
Austin Middleton Bull .................................. Columbia, SC 
William S Cockerill II ....................................... Sumter, SC 
Charles Keith Hansley .................................. Anderson, SC 
Hutson Will Harmon .............................. Summerville, SC 
Andrew Gilbert Harris ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
t**Laura Cynthia James .............................. Greenville, SC 
Emily Irene Luneau ..................................... Greenville, SC 
David Edward Lyles .................................. Westminster, SC 
Benjamin Alan Manuel ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Christopher Adino McMaster .................... Baltimore, MD 
Hayley Alexa Morrison ........................................ Greer, SC 
Jeffrey Blaine Sammons ................................ Anderson, SC 
Ryan E Smith ................................................... Six Mile, SC 
Jon Derick Thompson II .................................. Albany, NY 
Jamie Lynn Yohn .......................................... Charleston, SC 
Language and International Trade 
Janelle Evette Haley ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Alexandra Rose Hovatter. ......................... Moorestown, NJ 
t*Grace Elizabeth Lewallen ............................ Florence, SC 
Breen Meredith Weir .................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Modern Languages 
Christopher Steven Covington ............................ Greer, SC 
Samantha Layne Glover .................................. Chesnee, SC 
Maria Ayanna Hawkins .................................. Marietta, GA 
*Juanita Kaye Hammond Parris ......................... Moore, SC 
Elizabeth Rhymer Wheelon ................ Hendersonville, NC 
Amy Elise Woodrum ................................ Orangeburg, SC 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Corey Randal Areheart ................................. Lexington, SC 
*Ellen Maria Folk .......................................... Hartsville, SC 
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Production Studies in Performing Arts (continued) 
Ross Chandler Pollard .................................. Columbia, SC 
Charles Baxter Swearington ......................... Piedmont, SC 
Sports Communication 
Benjamin Scott Plumstead Marshall ......... Greenwood, SC 
Women's Leadership 
Whitney Carole Dixon ...................................... McBee, SC 
Double Major 
History and Political Science 
t***Phillips Stone Workman ...................... Monticello, GA 
Philosophy and Political Science 
William Powell Browning .............................. Rockville, MD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Michael Turner Brown ....................................... Cayce, SC 
Austin Tyrone Chute ........................................ Vienna, VA 
Justin Rubin Hurtt ...................................... Baltimore, MD 
Justin Thomas Lindner. ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Tanner James Mclellan ........................................ Irmo, SC 
LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL HEALTH 
(Language and International Health is jointly administered by 
the College of ArchitectLire, Arts and Humanities and the 
College of Health, Education and Human Development.) 
*Caleb Shane Addis ......................................... Anderson, SC 
Bred Shellday Davis ............................................ Atlanta, GA 
Katherine Paola Orellana ....................................... Greer, SC 
Kayla Janay Smith ......................................... High Point, NC 
Elizabeth Villegas ............................................. Columbia, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
Robert E McCormick, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Anthropology 
Brandy Lee Bollinger ..................................... Covington, GA 
Economics 
t*Dylan Joshua Bargar ................................. Greenville, SC 
Arkadiusz Krzysztof Bolanowski .................... Fort Mill, SC 
Douglas Alexander Calder. ...................... Simpsonville, SC 
Economics (continued) Sociology (continued) 
Darryl Douglas Demps 11 .................... Hendersonville, NC Grainger W Hendrick ...................................... Conway, SC 
Alex David Eccles ......................................... Greenville, SC Ammon Michael Lakip ............................ Johns Creek, GA 
Yoanna Seri! Fytopoulos .................................... Dover, MA Mary Thompson Phillips .................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Clark Eugene Merritt ................................ Powdersville, SC 
Eric Otsouakima ............................................... Central, SC Double Major 
Matthew Alexander Peden ...................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Benjamin Covey Willkens ..................... Chevy Chase, MD Economics and Political Science 
Political Science t*Elizabeth Wrenne Bartlett .......................... Nashville, TN 
Abigail Catherine Brennan Clark ............... Greenville, SC 
Jason Alfred Marshall... ................................... Beaufort, SC 
Davis Andrews Craig .................................... Lexington, SC Psychology and Sociology 
Kevin A Duckworth .......................................... Pickens, SC 
Joseph Bentson Gollinger .............................. Naperville, IL **Sydney Nicole Hopkins .............................. Greenville, SC 
Gerard Anthony Lettera ................................. Matawan, NJ Psychology and Sports Communication 
*Angela C McKinney ................................... Greenville, SC 
Michael Paxton Moran ........................... Murrells Inlet, SC Alexis Michelle Newman ...................... Hendersonville, NC 
Matthew Paolillo .......................................... Colts Neck, NJ 
***Samantha Grace Reinis ....................... Kernersville, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
tEmily Anne Richards ................................... Durham, NC Accounting 
Christina Lauren Romano ......................... Clarksville, MD 
Cody Dale Sargent ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Payton Lane Shiver ............................... North Augusta, SC 
Jon Derick Thomp on II .................................. Albany, NY 
Alexander Joseph Zanfardino ....................... New York, NY 
t*Matthew Daniel Abrams ................................ Olney, MD 
Andrew William Agnone ....................... Cockeysville, MD 
Andrea Elizabeth Alexander ....................... Little River, SC 
Nicholas S Anderson ........................................ Taylors, SC 
Clayton Christopher Counts ............................. Liberty, SC 
Psychology Victoria Blair Craun .................................... Barrington, RI 
Brittany Sherron Acker ............................. Williamston, SC 
Stanton Michael Adams .................................... Clover, SC 
Margaret Bruce Boorman ............................ Charlotte, NC 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Hope Coleman ...................... Seneca, SC 
Sarah Faye Edwards ........................................ Walhalla, SC 
***Michelle Leigh Flynn ............................. Mansfield, MA 
Timothy Richard Hadsell... ............................... Clifton, VA 
Andrew Jon Heath ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Daniel Link Kirwan ...................................... Bethesda, MD 
Melissa Louise Nagaishi ............................. Clemmons, NC 
t**Trevor Keanau Ormson ........................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Victoria Paige Parella ........................... East Providence, RI 
Lauren Marie Pyle ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Lauren Lynn Smith ................................... Orangeburg, SC 
Lauren Whitney Spencer .................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Corine Paige Tyler ............................................ Chapin, SC 
*Jessie Anne Vreeland .................................. Greenville, SC 
t**Kristen Lynn De Vries ........................... Lincolnshire, IL 
Ryan Lee Dickerson ................................................. Iva, SC 
Jacob Colby Dittenhofer. .......................... Forked River, NJ 
tMeredith Grace Douglas ........................... Charlotte, NC 
**David Einar Engroos ................................ Greenville, SC 
Kristen Paige Evatt .......................................... Walhalla, SC 
Dillon Ryan Fleming ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
David Nathaniel Galloway ........................... Greenville, SC 
Xiaoqing Gu ................................................. Greenville, SC 
Michael Baily Heberton ....................................... Greer, SC 
Robert Thomas Hendricks, Jr ......................... Wellford, SC 
Courtney Rhoads Hite ................................. Lake Bluff, IL 
*Tyler Stephen Holland ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
**Melissa Hope Jackson ................................. Hanahan, SC 
***Anne Tyler Knollmann .......................... Richmond, VA 
Bailey Louise Butt Koger ............................... Hanahan, SC 
**Connor Thomas Lee .............................. Greenwood, SC 
t***Robert Jackson Lyerly, Jr. ............................. Destin, FL 
Sociology Caleb Jay Martin ....................................... Spartanburg, SC 
t***Evan Andrew Mathis .............................. Fort Mill, SC 
Anna Margaret Abbott ......................................... Greer, SC *Grant Patrick McAndrew ................... Barrington Hills, IL 
Travis Earl Blanks ........................................ Tallahassee, FL Peter Justin Mitchell... ......................................... Easley, SC 
Mary Kendall Chapman ............................... Hartsville, SC Lucas William Murray ........................... Gaithersburg, MD 
Alexandria Jane DeStefano ....................... Spartanburg, SC ***Jeff Richard Pullen ....................... West Des Moines, IA 
Houston Nicholas Green ............................. Greenville, SC Alec James Raabe ......................................... Rockford, MN 
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Accounting (continued) Financial Management (continued) 
Alex Preston Richey ...................................... Anderson, SC **Connor Thomas Lee .............................. Greenwood, SC 
Dallas Trent Robinson ............. ................... Charleston, SC Kyle Gainor Lindsey .................................... Charlotte, NC 
Brett Ian Clarke Scharfman ........................ Rutherford, NJ t***RobertJackson Lyerly, Jr .............................. Destin, FL 
Timothy Patrick Shayne ........................... San Antonio, TX Ryan Patrick Mahon ....................................... Neptune, NJ 
Randall Lentz Stewart ....................................... Chapin, SC Conner Lee Moon .......................................... Mauldin, SC 
Kristen Alexia Terry ...................................... Anderson, SC Graysen Bryan Morrison ................................... Seneca, SC 
William Geroam Willett IV ......................... Anderson, SC Matthew Paul Noland ...................................... Orlando, FL 
Shayan Zolghadr ............................................... Vienna, VA William Brandon Rathman ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Anthropology 
Amit Govind Rughani ......................................... Greer, SC 
Scott Michael Schwalbert ......................... Winchester, MA 
Taylor Lynn Corona ......................................... La Habra, CA ***Bailey Park Tollison ......................................... Greer, SC 
Andrew Nicholas Farmer. ... ...................... Pawleys Island, SC Sebastian Devon Williams ........................... Greenville, SC 
Meghan Nicole Smith .............................. Surfside Beach, SC Connor Nelson Wise ............................... State College, PA 
Economics Graphic Communications 
Alejandro Augusto Bueno ............................ Madrid, Spain Carson Stephen Bielby ................................ Greenville, SC 
t***William Patrick Clevidence ............ West Chester, OH Katherine Grace Brown .................................. Beaufort, SC 
Stanley David Coleman 111.. ........................ Charlotte, NC Rachel Nicole Bruning ................................. Columbia, SC 
*William Oscar Ensor ................................. Baltimore, MD Rebecca Lynn Bunch .................................... Columbia, SC 
Henry Barron Fast .................................. Cumberland, ME ***Lisa Anne Car ........................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Devon ta T Garrett ....................................... Greenville, SC Mattie Elizabeth Cobb ....................................... Belton, SC 
Kenneth Michael Harper, Jr ................................ Greer, SC Micaella Colombo ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Keith Taylor Harvin, Jr. .................................... Sumter, SC Ryan Lynn Cook ...................................... Goose Creek, SC 
Darien Patrick Hey ........................ .................. Beaufort, SC Matthew Reid Crawford ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
Parker Montgomery Kyzer ........................ Spartanburg, SC Logan Connor Davis ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Matheson .... ............................ Easley, SC Tyler Matthew Donohue .............................. Piedmont, SC 
Alexis Diane McCormick .............................. Crofton, MD Bre'kean Ontae Featherstone ....................... Rock Hill, SC 
Courtney Virginia Meddaugh ............ East Greenbush, NY Jeffrey Hawkins Fellers ........................ Little Mountain, SC 
Anthony Simon Moss ...................................... Duluth, GA Austin Daniel Gaines ........................................ Seneca, SC 
Dylan Thomas Roddy Normandin ....... Rancho Santa, CA Monica Noel Gale ............................................... Easley, SC 
Jonathan Robert Pett ............................................ Brick, NJ Patricia Gonzalez ................................................. Reno, NV 
Nicole Claire Ross ................................ Charlottesville, VA Muriel Elizabeth Guignard .......................... Charlotte, NC 
Stephen Ross Saxon ..................... North Myrtle Beach, SC Lindsay Nicole King ............................................. Greer, SC 
Megan Patricia Waite ................................ Shrewsbury, MA Brittany Taylor Kosch ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Financial Management 
Hua Li .......................................................... Shanxi, China 
*Megan Nicole Matthews ............................ Cornelius, NC 
Etl1an Thomas Baker ............................... Summerville, SC James Lewis Mertz ........................................ Rockville, MD 
~lake Randolph Butler ........................................ Greer, SC 
Jared Robert Cantz ....................................... Cape May, NJ 
t***William Patrick Clevidence ............ West Chester, OH 
Kelli Nicole Couture ................ .... ............ Palos Verdes, CA 
John Balfour Foster, Jr ................................ Charleston, SC 
Trevor Stephen Funderburk ................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Megan Nicole Granger ................................. Anderson, SC 
William Leahy Harrison ......................... Silver Spring, MD 
Michael Baily Heberton ............................. ... ....... Greer, SC 
Charles Alexander Houston ............................... Easley, SC 
John Kevin Hughart, Jr ................................. Nashville, TN 
Ian Daniel Kaplan ..................................... Chapel Hill, NC 
William Greyson Land ...................................... Seneca, SC 
Garrett Scot Mozingo .................................... Madison, GA 
Michelle Rene Neal... .................. ................ Charleston, SC 
Joseph Wesley Neely ............................................ Greer, SC 
James Barry Pepper ................................... Powdersville, SC 
Fiama Piccardo ............................................. Greenville, SC 
*Stephanie Lauren Rivers ............................ Greenville, SC 
Madison McKean Sears ............................. Blythewood, SC 
Kathleen Louise Smith .................................... Conway, SC 
Madison Southerland Snell ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ashley Jean Stancil... ......................................... Sumter, SC 
Marta Jo Sullivan ............................................... Seneca, SC 
Hayley Cathell Twigg .............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Morgan Leigh Zihlavsky ............................... Greenville, SC 
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Management Management (continued) 
Bobby Heath Adams .......................................... Clover, SC Ethan C Myers ... .... ... ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Ashley Nicole Adger ..................................... Anderson, SC Jason Thomas Neal ........................................... Chapin, SC 
Catherine Masters Allen ............................... Anderson, SC Brian D Patriarca ...................................... Bordentown, NJ 
Samantha Alexis Allison ............................. Centreville, VA Kevin Robert Phillips ..................................... St Louis, MO 
Blake Spencer Avinger ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC Alexander Mack Pogue ....................................... Dallas, TX 
Brian Richard Barrett ........................................ Clover, SC Rebecca Kelley Prince ................................ Little Rock, AR 
Andrew Eric Beeler ..... ..... .................... ...... .. Greenville, SC Bernadette Marie Provost ........................... Charleston, SC 
Pau 1 Calloway Berry ........................................ Beaufort, SC Francis Drake Rogers IV ............................. Charleston, SC 
Austin Lanier Blak.ley ......... ......... ....... ... ............ Pickens, SC t*Kenan Erdem Sakarcan ..... ........................ Columbia, SC 
Garret Carl Blou nt ......... ........... ................... Piscataway, NJ Jame Cameron Sanders ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Gary H Blum, Jr. ..................... Cape May Court House, NJ Pamela J Sanders ....................................... .... Townville, SC 
Elijah James Britton .......................................... El Paso, TX James Arthur Sharp ............................................ Media, PA 
Ethan Ryan Brown ................................................ York, SC David Jacob Simons ........................................ Ashton, MD 
Caroline Hays Cassidy ............................... Winter Park, FL Kyle Hamilton Spearman .... .......... ... ....... Summerville, SC 
Andrew Charles Catlin ........................... New Market, MD Charles Galloway Stroman .............................. Atlanta, GA 
Kendall Nicole Cavolina .......................... Marblehead, MA Lindsey Nicole Strassner ............................. Greenville, SC 
Christian Ryan Chiapetta ........................... Greenwich, CT Camen Luke Stroud ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Andrew Wayne Cleveland ................... ...... ........ Moore, SC Mitchell Joseph Stroud ................................. Anderson, SC 
Adam Wendell Coneys ................................. Asheville, NC David Elliot Suggs ................................... ....... Clemson, SC 
Chase Michael Cooke ....... ..... ............... .... ........ Chapin, SC Katrina Anne Sutherland .................... ......... Anderson, SC 
John William Cordray Ill ...... .......... ... ... ......... Ravenel, SC Joshua Douglas Swain ..................................... Bluffton, SC 
Chel ea Caroline Dicey .. .................... ..... Simpsonville, SC *Corey Michael Taylor .................................. Woodruff, SC 
Bailey Marie Ellisor ....................................... Columbia, SC Michael Paul Triller ................................ ........ Rutland, VT 
Joshua Michael Evans ......................................... Easley, SC James Michael Waddell... .............. ........ .. ... Walterboro, SC 
Joel Nicholas Fischer. ............................... Simpsonville, SC Jan William Waldun .................................... Greenville, SC 
Robert Brisbane Gambel.. ...................... . New Orleans, LA Steven Barrett Wall ......................... ............. Greenville, SC 
**Elizabeth Hartwell Gerrald ..................... Brentwood, TN Kierstin Rachelle Webb ............... ............ . Los Angeles, CA 
Kevin Shaw Gillard ..................................... Damascus, MD Chandler Paul Wells ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Alexander Mario Goss ... .. .... .. ........ ........... Farmington, CT James Holden Willis .......... ....................... Spartanburg, SC 
Kyle David Grissen ....................................... Potomac, MD **Carolyn Athena Zacharias ........ Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
Connor Daniel Guess ................................... Denmark, SC 
Steven Tyler Haywood .......................... North Augusta, SC Marketing 
**William Robert Hines ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Cynthia Jean Hooks .. ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Andrew M Howard ...... .. ........................ . Safety Harbor, FL 
Terry Leon Ingram, Jr ................................. San Diego, CA 
Jeremy Thomas Israel... ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Thomas William Johnston ........................ .. .. Fort Mill, SC 
Rebekah Lynn Jones ................................... Charleston, SC 
Stephen Garrett Jordan .................................. ... . Easley, SC 
Skylar Thomas King .................................... Charleston, SC 
Justin Earl Kirby ..... ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew D Lewis ................................................. Greer, SC 
Justin Tyler McManus ..................................... . Chester, SC 
Maxwell Connor McWey .. .................... ...... Alpharetta, GA 
Houston A Merck .......................................... Suwanee, GA 
William Taylor Merriman ............ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
John Patrick Mohan ....................................... Marietta, GA 
Jordan Alexander Monroe ............................ Anderson, SC 
Coleman Powell Moore ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Dakota Heath Mosley ................................... Hampton, SC 
Matthew Dray Adams ............. .. ....................... Niantic, CT 
Casey Renee Alberding ... .. ...... ........ ................ Neptune, NJ 
Hiago Fabian Barreto ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Holly Marie Cavanaugh ................................. Tega Cay, SC 
Madison McKenzie Clark ......................... .. ... Fort Mill, SC 
Paul Allan Clowes ............... Manchester, United Kingdom 
Sarah Lynn Disbrow ....... ..................... .... ... Jacksonville, FL 
Jenna Kathleen Dobbins ....................... .. ...... Fort Mill, SC 
Blaire Arlene Dugan ................................ West Chester, PA 
John Scott Foy ................................ ............... Asheville, NC 
William James Hailey ......................... ..... Williamsburg, VA 
Micah Livingston Hall ........ .......................... Lexington, SC 
Justin David Hiller. ................................... .. ...... Taylors, SC 
Luke Rogers Jensen .................. ................... Annapolis, MD 
Greyson Parker Kountz ................ ............. Spartanburg, SC 
Kenneth Alexander Marchyshyn ................. Charlotte, NC 
Benjamin Scott Plumstead Marshall ......... Greenwood, SC 
Nathanael Scotlyn Martin ....... ...................... Clemson, SC 
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**Billie May Meacham ........................... . Williamsburg, VA 
John Frederick Mulkey .............................. Greenwood, SC 
Jacob Conor Naylor .............. . Wakefield, United Kingdom 
Lydia Virginia Nolan .................... ...... Moncks Corner, SC 
Huntley Dixon Oliver ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
Marinelle Riley ................................................... Saluda, SC 
**Emily Anne Smoot .................................. Alexandria, VA 
Lassiter James Tollison ..................................... Raleigh, NC 
Jillian Spring Transou ................................. Little River, SC 
Savannah L Veliky ........... .... ............ ...... Charlottesville, VA 
Walker Lewis Young .......................................... Taylors, SC 
Political Science 
*William Oscar Ensor ................................. Baltimore, MD 
t Kaela Elizabeth Kennington ........................... Chester, NJ 
Henrietta Rutendo Maindidze .............. Gaithersburg, MD 
Psychology 
Melanie Nanette Bennett ................................... .Apex, NC 
Mary Katherine Billings .................................... Taylors, SC 
Garret Carl Blount ....................................... Piscataway, NJ 
Emily Ruth Cameron ....................... ............ Hartsville, SC 
Ellen Marie Cannon ..................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Hannah Diane Casey ....................................... Atlanta, GA 
Ryan Hunter Cash ........................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Nicole Elizabeth Chimenti ........................ Woodstock, GA 
*Jenna Rose Darrah ..................................... Pittsburgh, PA 
Nichole Michelle Davis .................................... Laurens, SC 
Elizabeth Jordan Dawley .................. North Charleston, SC 
Mallory Elise Dykes ...................................... Anderson, SC 
Jasmine Zavier Ellis ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
Alex Edward Grossman ........................... Summerville, SC 
*Laura Catherine Haney .............................. Charlotte, NC 
Aubrey Rose Hankins ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
Shaquille Devon Hightower ................. North Augusta, SC 
**Melissa Leigh Huff ................................ Nottingham, PA 
John Edward Major III ....................... Winston-Salem, NC 
*Jessica Lee Metz ............................................... Goshen, IN 
Alexandra Casey Mulcare .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Caitlyn Christine Murtagh ... ............. ................ Salem, MA 
Claiborne Nicole Perry ....................................... Easley, SC 
Lauren Nicole Scruggs ..................................... Gaffney, SC 
Taylor Edward Shupsky ...................................... Easley, SC 
Alexandra Rose Soccio ................................. Anderson, SC 
Micah Reston Stachelek .............................. Charleston, SC 
Ashlyn Faith Staples ................................ Summerville, SC 
*Melinda Leanne Starnes ................................ Gaffney, SC 
Thomas Andrew Touma ............................... Columbia, SC 
Bonnie Rebecca Walls .................................. Piedmont, SC 
Taylor Marie Williams ................................... Pineland, SC 
Breanna Nicole Wilson .................................. Camden, SC 
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Sociology 
David Anthony Beasley ............................... Columbus, GA 
Zacchaeous Rayshod Brooks ........................ Jonesboro, AR 
Roderick Dwayne Byers ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Billy Jarvais Goodson, Jr ..................................... Lamar, SC 
Samantha Arlyne Peters .............................. Lake Wylie, SC 
Chelsea Miranda Ponds ................................ Columbia, SC 
Rebecca Lee Tritapoe ...................................... Bamberg, SC 
Lauren Alexis Williams .................................. Roanoke, VA 
EUGENE T MOORE SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Elementary Education 
t***Sarah Lyne Dickenson ...... .. ........ ............ . Lexington, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
Anand Gramopadhye, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
t***Nikolas Steven Hopkins .................. Johnson City, TN 
Computer Science 
*Ellen Maria Folk .......................................... Hartsville, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Anne Meredith Baldy ..................... .................... Tampa, FL 
Sarah Elizabeth Pence .................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Mallory Salvador ........................................ Mullica Hill, NJ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Rachel Lee Binnicker .................................... Columbia, SC 
Sam Reiser Caruso .............................................. Kildeer, IL 
Kara Michelle Cooper ......................................... .Irmo, SC 
Robert Edward Elvington Ill .......................... Florence, SC 
Brandon Joel Jones ................... ........... ............... Aiken, SC 
Ryan Talmadge King .......... ... ................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Austin Waddell Mogy ..................................... Florence, SC 
Nuvi Babila Njinimbam ............................... Greenville, SC 
Madison Ann Repp ................................. Minnetrista, MN 
**Mitchell Sherman Scull .............. .......... . Spartanburg, SC 
Edwin Daly Strong ................................. Sevema Park, MD 
Biosystems Engineering Civil Engineering (continued) 
***Kira Bartlett ............................................... Elverson, PA Brandon Charles Truesdale ............................ Camden, SC 
Conor Joseph Dascenzo Bury .............................. Stow, OH Howard Paul Urban III ................................ Greenville, SC 
Calmer Tate Jennice ...................... Canal Winchester, OH Zachary Dean Whitworth .................................. Liberty, SC 
Katherine Ann Love .. ........... ... ..................... .. Florence, SC **Bryan Lee Wolfe .................................. . Birmingham, AL 
Keaton Robert Mashtare ...................... ... Simpsonville, SC 
Levi Thomas Mills .... .... ... .. ... ................ ............ Athens, GA 
Computer Engineering 
James Patrick O'Connor III ............................. Oakton, VA Timothy James Bate .......................................... Central, SC 
Matthew Edward Rimer ............................ James Island, SC t**Michael Scott Bell .................................... Piedmont, SC 
Matthew Caine Rosen .................................... Wheeling, IL tBrian Marshall Beuerman ..................... Goose Creek, SC 
Chemical Engineering M Connor Bolton .................................... Simpsonville, SC Stuart Reid Campbell ................................. Charleston, SC 
t*Jeremy William Arvay .................... ..... ...... Columbia, SC Kenneth James Cooke, Jr. ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
Kevin Michael Quarles ................................... Walhalla, SC Computer Information Systems 
Civil Engineering 
Ryan Nelson Hall... ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Tyler William Allan ....................................... Crofton, MD 
Darren James Bohl... .............. .......... ...... ..... .. Anderson, SC 
Computer Science 
Richard Austin Booth .................................... Charlotte, NC William Alexander Mackenzie BoatmanPawleys Island, SC 
Tyler Ladd Cushman .................................... Pendleton, SC Timothy Michael Campbell ............................... Lugo ff, SC 
Sean Gregory Elliott ................... .................. Lexington, SC Nicholas Matthew Cappola ... ....... .. .... Pompano Beach, FL 
Hugo Ricardo Fehrenbach ....................... Greer, Colombia ***Zachary Darold DeRose ............................... .Seneca, SC 
Charles Alfred Fernandez ................................ .. .Tampa, FL Daniel Patrick Evers Flaaten ........................ Greenville, SC 
t**Chandler Lee Gibbs ............. ................... Gastonia, NC t***Brendan Paul Fletcher .......................... Matthews, NC 
***Robert Steven Gunter. ................................... Aiken, SC Benjamin Edwin Green ............................. Lake Worth, FL 
Kyle Michael Hardwick ..... .... .............................. Aynor, SC Akshit Gupta ................................................. Clemson, SC 
Zachary Evan Helmlinger .................................. Clover, SC Rohit Gupta ..................................................... Delhi, India 
Zachary Travis Hollifield ..... .. ...................... Charleston, SC t***James Andrew Hatfield ................................. Greer, SC 
Sheridan James Horrell... .... ... ..... ........ ... Pawleys Island, SC ***Kevin Michael Jett ................................... Clermont, GA 
*Dalton Blake Hunter ................................... Columbia, SC Ankit Kaja!... .................................................. Clemson, SC 
Cotter Timothy Jackson ....... ....... ................. Yarmouth, ME Bradley Curtis Kennedy ................. .... .. .... .Isle of Palms, SC 
***Katherine Elizabeth Jaco .. ........................ Columbia, SC Warren Thomas Leitner .................................... Seneca, SC 
Matthew James Kaufman ........................ ...... Anderson, SC *Xinyi Liu ...................................................... Columbia, SC 
*Stephanie Anne Kight ................................. Anderson, SC Michael Joseph Lowder .............................. Blythewood, SC 
Seth Thomas Kiser. ......................................... Mauldin, SC t***Steven Mitchell Mets .......... ...... .................... Aiken, SC 
Luke Brashier Knight .................. ............. Simpsonville, SC Arzoo Mittal... .......................................... New Delhi, India 
**David Grant McCormick ................... Grand Rapids, MI Harsh Rana .................................................... Clemson, SC 
Ryan Gregory McElhannon ....................... Honea Path, SC Eric Allen Richey ............................................ Florence, SC 
Christopher George O'Laughlin ..... North Charleston, SC Saransh Saransh ....................................... Ghaziabad, India 
Timothy R Ohara .......................................... Mt Laurel, NJ Alexey Viktorovich Shchetkov ....................... Omsk, Russia 
Ethan Lanier Olliff ....................... Hilton Head Island, SC Dominic Martin Sieron ............................... Greenville, SC 
Roberto Luis Padilla ........................................... Yauco, PR 
Taylor Mackenzie Preston ...................... Laguna Beach, CA Electrical Engineering 
***Benton Louis Reed .. ... ...... ... ... ............... ......... Greer, SC 
Taylor Cassidy Reeves ..... .... ........ .................. St George, SC 
William Hunter Reid .................................... Anderson, SC 
Jamie Kate Sherer ............................. ............... Laurens, SC 
Timothy James Smylie, Jr .............. ............. Chesterfield, NJ 
Andrew Gifford Tarbell .............................. Mandeville, LA 
Brent Wayne Tatko .................................... Greenwood, SC 
Dylan Jacob Temple ..................... .............. . Great Falls, SC 
Timothy James Bate .......................................... Central, SC 
Dean Michael Bessette ...................................... Sumter, SC 
Benscott Alan De Haven ................. Wadmalaw Island, SC 
Patrick Daniel Frost ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Shari Alexis Furman ....................................... Camden, SC 
Nathan Haigwood Goodroe .......................... Norcross, GA 
Hamilton Tanner Gray ................................. Macedon, NY 
t*** Andrew Jay Hanson ............................... Knoxville, TN 
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Electrical Engineering (continued) Mathematical Sciences 
***Eric Richard Hartigan ............................. Greenville, SC *Andrew Loren Bell ................................................ Erie, PA 
tStephen Brandon Hiott ............................ Charleston, SC William Andrew Broughton ........................ Eutawville, SC 
Courtney Jamaul Hubbard ............................... Sumter, SC *Matthew Paul Hinton ........................ North Canton, OH 
**Shane Julian Kimble ................................... Hanahan, SC **Shane Julian Kimble ................................... Hanahan, SC 
Robert Lee Lipsey IV ..................................... Hanahan, SC *Kelly Rigsbee ........................................... Chapel Hill, NC 
t**John Purl Uttley McLeod IV ................... Gastonia, NC Diane Elizabeth Sugrue ................................. Marietta, GA 
John C Mlynczak ............................................ Sanford, NC Justin Bryant Samuel Ulmer ........................ Lexington, SC 
Christopher Ryan Nalley .................................... Easley, SC Jingyan Wang ........................................ Guangzhou, China 
Cody James Neary ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Minh Kevin Quan ...................................... Greenwood, SC Mechanical Engineering 
Jonathan Blake Richardson ................ Little Mountain, SC 
Christopher Henry Richert ....................... Crystal Lake, IL 
Chunpeng Shao .......................... Shijiazhuang City, China 
Matthew Jeffery Smith .................................. Lexington, SC 
Christopher Jason White ........................ Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Adam James Wires ..................................... Napavine, WA 
*Rachael Elena Addis ..................................... Walhalla, SC 
Jonathan Lewis Anthony ............................... Clemson, SC 
Joshua Robert Ashley ................................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew Alan Barth ........................... The Woodlands, TX 
*Peter Lee Bates ............................................. Lexington, SC 
Jonathan David Bedell... ............................. Niskayuna, NY 
Environmental Engineering Ivan Beltran Resendiz .............................. .Spartanburg, SC 
Ellen Ann Chassereau ................................. Greenville, SC 
Heather Marie Clifford ................................ Sandwich, MA 
Kathryn Danielle Drennan ......................... Charleston, SC 
**Rhys William Gratz .................................. Greenville, SC 
Samuel McDonald Jones ................................ Florence, SC 
Samuel Peyton McGill II .................................... Aiken, SC 
Sean Robert Powell ..................................... Annandale, VA 
Alexander Joseph Rogier ...................... North Augusta, SC 
***Jacob William Stewart ..................................... Pelzer, SC 
Jordan Marcellus Benn ................................ Charlotte, NC 
Brant John Bullister .......................................... Taylors, SC 
James William Clark .................................... Charlotte, NC 
John Rivers Colyer ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Justin Alexander Dees ................................. Charleston, SC 
Michael Wayne Dockins .................................... Seneca, SC 
William Jennings Drohan .......................... Charleston, SC 
Camden Lee Druga .................................... Blythewood, SC 
Cameron Clay Fellers ......................... Little Mountain, SC 
Sean Taylor Fry ...................................... Murfreesboro, TN 
Geology Jacy Rochelle Grant ............................................ Easley, SC 
Shanay Lucretia George .............................. Charleston, SC 
t*Mark Tanner Hamilton .......................... Brentwood, TN 
Jason Andrew Hammond ................ North Charleston, SC 
Industrial Engineering **John Randolph Harrison ......................... Greenville, SC 
Charles Sheppard Haw ............................... Richmond, VA 
Brian Douglas Eddy ................................. Simpsonville, SC Patrick Glen Hill ........................................... Lexington, SC 
Michael Joseph Frisch ................................... Mendham, NJ *True Woodberry Hines ............................. Charleston, SC 
David Elwood Haines II ..................................... Aiken, SC Edward Norwood Hunt ................................ Lexington, SC 
Josef Lee Hofer. ....................................... Coral Springs, FL Alexander David Hynes ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Michael Anthony Howell ................................ Florence, SC David Bryan Jennings ................................... Columbia, SC 
t~*Katherina Ann Jurewicz ........................... Tega Cay, SC William Kenneth Johnson .................. Moncks Comer, SC 
Lamonda Teaira Pete ................................. Winnsboro, SC 
Taylor Elizabeth Santos .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Carson Lee Joye ............................................ Columbia, SC 
Victoria Blair Kane ..................................... Charleston, SC 
*Parker Hayes Steenburgh ........................... Richmond, VA Matthew Christopher Koch ................................. Cary, NC 
Materials Science and Engineering Caleb Nathanial Long ........................................ Clover, SC 
Zachary James Long ...................................... Prosperity, SC 
JaBria Keiswonna Byers ................................... Gaffney, SC Forrest William Malcolm ......................... Goose Creek, SC 
Ray Andrew Matsumoto .................. North Charleston, SC Irving Andrew McCathem Ill .......................... Chapin, SC 
t*Katie Rose O'Donnell ........................... Seven Hills, OH *Allison Renee McKee ............................... Greeneville, TN 
Ryan Christopher Wakeford ....................... Windham, NH Tyler Evan Mode ................................................... York, SC 
tJames McKinley Welsh ..................... Little Mountain, SC Drake Eugenejackson Moyd ........................ Greenville, SC 
Levi Jarett O'Brien ............................................. Lyman, SC 
Andrew Brett Partridge ............................ Summerville, SC 
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Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Alexis Kathleen Phillips ....................... Kennett Square, PA 
Justin Michael Ragsdale ....................................... Pelzer, SC 
t*Howard Winston Reece .................. Winston-Salem, NC 
Tyler Mitchell Snead .......................................... Joanna, SC 
Ryan David Sullivan ................................ Stony Brook, NY 
* Andrew Weston Todd ...................................... Gurley, AL 
David Jonathan Torres ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Jonathan Townes Vaughn ................................... Easley, SC 
John Tommy Vlahos ....................................... Florence, SC 
Patrick James Wallach ........................................... Reva, VA 
William McKeiver Walters ............................ Columbia, SC 
Christopher Michael Wilson ................................ Estill, SC 
Kevin James Wright ...................................... Knoxville, TN 
Physics 
t*** Andrew Jay Hanson ............................... Knoxville, TN 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Brett A Wright, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Alex Yang Bao ............................................ Cincinnati, OH 
Madison Blair Cri pell ....................... West Palm Beach, FL 
Allison Joyce Cunningham ........................... Due West, SC 
*Kaitlyn Savannah Greiner. ...................... Johns Island, SC 
Kara Alexis Henderson ............................... Tallmadge, OH 
***Hannah Brooke Johnson .......................... Waxhaw, NC 
Natalie Robertson Kramer ........................... Greenville, SC 
Benjamin Walker Martin ............................... Clemson, SC 
Madison Elizabeth Mirandi ........................ Boca Raton, FL 
Drayton McClary Moody .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Sarah Elizabeth Padgett ............................. Lexington, SC 
*Sarah Kate Phillips ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Alexandra Lynn Smith .................................. Lexington, SC 
Madison Katherine Walton .................... Murrells Inlet, SC 
Nursing 
Rebekah Joy Acosta ............................................. Easley, SC 
Denzel Man<lez Anderson ......................... Greenwood, SC 
Madison McClure Arms ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Kati Danielle Atkins ............................. Pumpkin town, SC 
Haley Elizabeth Barefoot ................................. Raleigh, NC 
**Elisha Keown Barrs .................................... Anderson, SC 
Hillary Virginia Blunt ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
Katharine Bailey Brackett ...................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Nursing (continued) 
***Jeannie Wilson Brown ............................. Piedmont, SC 
Sarah Catherine Burnside ............................ Columbia, SC 
*Cory Michelle Byerly .................................. Greenville, SC 
**Jessica LeAnne Cain .................................. Anderson, SC 
*Felicity Nicole Caughran ....................... Castle Rock, CO 
*Robert Christopher Coley, Jr ..................... Greenville, SC 
*Katherine F Daniel... .................................... Leesburg, GA 
*Sara Michelle Dartez .......................................... Greer, SC 
Carly Faye DeBruhl... ................................... Greenville, SC 
Austin Sean Des Jardin ........................... Merritt Island, FL 
Carly Lane Dixon .......................................... Anderson, SC 
t]amie Lyn Dobbins ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Elizabeth Verdier Dougherty ...................... Charleston, SC 
t** Allie Rose Dowe ........................................ Galloway, NJ 
**Kathryn Anne Fortenberry ....................... Kingsport, TN 
Lauren Ashley Frees ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Shannon Marisa Fulk ................................. Richmond, VA 
Eric Paul Garrett ................................................ Seneca, SC 
Hannah Lynn Gersbach ............................. Charleston, SC 
Nathaniel Austin Haines ................................... Seneca, SC 
Benjamin Joseph Halula .................................. Raleigh, NC 
Kylie Manuela Hawkins ............................... Greenville, SC 
Corey Lee Herndon ............................................ Easley, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Himes ...................................... Bluffton, SC 
** Anna Bernhardt Hodan ................................. Arden, NC 
Bailey Kathryn Hudgens ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
Bailee Leighton ......................................... Westminster, SC 
**Elizabeth Hutson Loeb .............................. Knoxville, TN 
*** Anna Barton Long ................................... Anderson, SC 
Brooke Barker Long ...................................... Townville, SC 
Jesse Nicholas Long ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Lauren Travea McCorkle .............................. Anderson, SC 
Heather Dawn McCullum ................................ Sumter, SC 
tErika Breanne McMillion ...................................... Iva, SC 
*Hannah M Mongrue ................................ Lincolnton, GA 
*Sally Jane Oates ................................................ Seneca, SC 
*Marlene Lizeth Olvera Lomeli ........................ Central, SC 
Suzanne Renitia Price ....................................... Gilbert, SC 
Marshall Levering Pritchett ...................... Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Martin Ramsey ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Ann Elizabeth Reali ......................................... Raleigh, NC 
Rebecca Catherine Reedy ........................... Annapolis, MD 
*** Allison Brett Render ............................... Greenville, SC 
Shakitia Caldwell Rhodes ............................ Greenville, SC 
Meagan Brandli Rindge ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Stephanie Marie Robinson ................................ Seneca, SC 
**Kacie Lauren Samson .................................... Chapin, SC 
Julia Lightbourn Scheider. .............................. Bluffton, SC 
**Michaela Elizabeth Shea ........................... Needham, MA 
Chandler Marie Smith .................................. Townville, SC 
Kelly Marie Sokevitz .................................... Charleston, SC 
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Nursing (continued) Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
(continued) 
Melissa Ann Thames .................................. Charleston, SC 
***Mark Johnston Thayer ............................. Anderson, SC Michael David Harden ................................ Southfield, Ml 
Rachel Ann Varda ......................................... Piedmont, SC Mary Baker Hoover ................................... Haddonfield, NJ 
*Jennifer Leslie Walker .............................. Blythewood, SC Sarah Isabelle Koering .................................... Vineland, NJ 
Kaila Rae Ward ........................................... Annapolis, MD Alexander Charles Lamonte .................. Basking Ridge, NJ 
*** Alexandra Shea Williams ............................. Sumter, SC ***Danielle Adrienne Langley-Hairston .......... Conway, SC 
*Madeline Anne Wood ............................... Richmond, VA Justin Julian Logan ..................................... Bishopville, SC 
t***Elizabeth Christie Wright. ..................... Columbia, SC Lucas L Mash tare ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Brandon Michael McCartha ............................. Chapin, SC 
Allen Andrew McKee ......................................... Belton, SC 
Allyson Nicole Austin ................................... Ridgeville, SC 
Amanda Marie Bolchoz .............................. Charleston, SC 
Elizabeth Grace Boswell ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Grayson Patrick Bourne ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Sumter Matthews Brantley ........................ Blythewood, SC 
William Gage Dingeldein ............................. Lexington, SC 
Hannah Brooks Douglas ...................................... Irmo, SC 
Alysa Kay Durham ................................... Summerville, SC 
Mark Armen Fermanian ...................................... Ayer, MA 
Alyssa-Kay Louise Gavalas ..................... North Augusta, SC 
Thomas Joseph Gironda ............................ Asbury Park, NJ 
Alexander Mario Goss .............................. Farmington, CT 
Brittany Katherine Greene .......................... Greenville, SC 
Rachael Smith Messick ............................... Charleston, SC 
Emily Anne Pence .......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
*Jessica Paige Resler ................................... Regina, Canada 
Jordan Alexander Roper ....................................... Irmo, SC 
Jordan Lindsay Shaw .................................... Greenville, SC 
Tyler Michael Slaton ................................... Cumming, GA 
Austin Lee Smith ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Adam James Snider. ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Meredith Alaine Swetenburg ................... Simpsonville, SC 
Alexander Lasto Totusek ................ Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
Garrett Charles Vaughn ........................................ Starr, SC 
Christina Joy Wells .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Reilly Griffin Williams .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade-point average of 3. 70 
**Magna cum laude: A grade-point average of 3.85 
***Summa cum laude: A grade-point average of 3.95 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched 
program of study through the Calhoun Honors College. To earn this distinction, students must maintain an overall 
grade-point average of 3.40 or higher and complete the requirements of General Honors and/or Departmental Honors. 
Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors College 
Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, 
the late B C Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are 
members of university recognized honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of 
the stole with the university seal embroidered on the other side. 
Students wearing red, white and blue cords are recognized as active duty military and graduating veterans. 
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AWARDS 
THE CLASS OF '39 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
In 1989 on the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of its graduation from Clemson 
University (then the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina), the Class 
of 1939 established the Award for Excellence. It is presented annually to a faculty 
member whose contributions over the immediately preceding five-year period are 
judged by the faculty member's peers to represent the highest achievement of service 
to the University and the Student Body. 
Recipient of the Class of '39 Award for Excellence for 2015 
1989 - Dixie Gooch Goswami 
1990 - Joel Vincent Brawley, Jr. 
1991 - John L Idol, Jr. 
1992 - Raymond C Turner 
1993 - Ashby B Bodine II 
1994 - Cecil Oates Huey, Jr. 
1995 - Francis Anthony McGuire 
1996 - R Lawrence Laforge 
1997 - Chalmers McNair Butler 
June J Pilcher 
Alumni Distinguished Professor of Psychology 
Previous Recipients 
1998 - Larry Lee Bauer 
1999 - Judith Mary Melton 
2000 - Clifton Scott Miller Egan 
2001 - Jerry Alan Waldvogel 
2002 - Alfred P (Hap) Wheeler 
2003 - Douglas Kinly Sturkie Ill 
2004 - Art Young 
2005 - Benjamin Lee Sill 
2006 - Donald M McKale 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
2007 - Alma Bennett 
2008 - William T Pennington, Jr. 
2009 - Webb Morrow Smathers, Jr. 
2010 - Melanie M Cooper 
2011 - Richard Stephen Figliola 
2012 - Windsor Westbrook Sherrill 
2013 - John Ballato 
2014 - Catherine Mobley 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty 
of Clemson University to the member of the graduating class who has tl1e highest 
scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at 
Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for graduation shall be eligible for 
consideration. 
Recipients of the Faculty Scholarship Award 
Ashley Nicole Bowyer Robert Jackson Lyerly, Jr. 
James Rolon Brooks 
Courtney Ashton Bullard 
Sarah Lyne Dickenson 
Brendan Paul Fletcher 
Hannah Elizabeth Greene 
Andrew Jay Hanson 
Hannah Brooke Johnson 
Anne Tyler Knollmann 
Kerry Elizabeth McCrory 
Steven Mitchell Mets 
Stephen Lewis Patrick 
Jeff Richard Pullen 
Benton Louis Reed 
Brittany Irene Wilund 
Phillips Stone Workman 
Elizabeth Christie Wright 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The university mace is the symbolic representation of the whole 
of Clemson University and must be present at any convocation 
where the University, through its delegated members, is acting 
officially. At any official convocation such as commencement, 
the univer ity marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the president 
into the assembly. The mace rests before the president's chair 
or speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal 
from the as embly at the close of a convocation is symbolic of 
the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of 
the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace i derived from the 
ceremonial maces carried by heads of the state and church in the 
Middle Ages. Its basic club-like shape, however, is much more 
ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of 
walnut wood and si lver, with Clemson's seal in gold and the 
university colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethy t (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South 
Carolina. 
The presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority 
vested in the office of president by the govern ing body of the 
University. Only the university president may wear it, and while 
wearing it, he speaks for the whole body of the institution. 
Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and 
cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval 
"staffs of office," which were carried by the senior members of 
departments of state or church. They display the university seal 
and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college 
belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver 
with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The C lemson University regalia were designed and executed 
by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the 
Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed goldsmiths of our 
era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by 
the late Mr. CC Wilson of Clemson University. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson 
(1807-1888), who left the bulk of hi estate to the state of South 
Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and 
educated at the Royal School of Mine in Paris (1828-1832). 
His early profession was that of a mining engineer; however, 
circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life 
of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic 
advocate of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat 
(charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first 
superintendent of agricultural affairs in Washington (1860). As a 
scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, 
chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his 
assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural Col lege, 
his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina 
after the Civi l War, and his part in founding C lemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of John C Calhoun, a 
South Carolina political figure of national importance during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Mr. Calhoun's home, 
Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson campus as a national 
shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with 
an enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced 
only two four-year curricu la, supplemented by two two-year 
preparatory courses. Today the University ha six major academic 
units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences; the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities; 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science; the College of 
Engineering and Science; the College of Health, Education and 
Human Development; and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges 
of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award the 
bachelor's, master's, education specialist, and doctoral degrees. 
Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, 
Decatur, GA 30033-4097 or call at 404-679-4500 for questions 
about the accreditation of Clemson University. 
Curricula are accredited by AACSB International (Association 
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Council 
for Construction Education, American Dietetic Association 
(CADE), American Society of Landscape Architects, Commission 
on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), Council for 
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs 
(CACREP), National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education, NRPN AALR Council on 
Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of 
American Foresters. Documentation of accreditation is ava ilable 
in the college deans' offices. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged 
not only in its primary academic program, but does extens ive 
research at the main campus and at five agricultural experiment 
stations located in the state. The University is also heavily 
committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension, which has professional personnel 
located in each of the state's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/ arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified 
graduates . Likewise, academic honors designations are 
based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations 
must come from the Registrar of the University. 
FIRST AID 
A First Aid Station is located on the concourse 
outside sections 105-106. 
EVACUATION SYSTEM 
Bon Secours Wellness Arena is equipped with a fire-
alarm evacuation system. In the event of activation, 
please proceed to the closest ava ilable exit. Remain 
outside the building until fire officials deem the 
building safe to re-enter. 
NOSMOKING 
Smoking is prohibited in Bon Secours Wellness Arena. 
A designated smoking area is located outside the 
concourse at sections 105-106. 
Clemson University - One of the Nation's 
Best Public Universities 
• US.News & World Report ranks Clem on No. 21 among the 
nation's public universities, No. 8 as an "up-and-coming" 
school and one of 11 public institutions that makes writing a 
priority across all disciplines. 
• Clemson is one of only 14 colleges and universities in the 
nation excelling in senior capstone experience , per US.News 
& World Report, 2014. 
• SmartMoney rank Clem on No. 7 in terms of students' return 
on investment. 
• Kiplinger Personal Finance 2015 ranks Clemson No. 29 among 
public colleges and univers ities in delivering a quality 
education at an affordable price. 
• The Pi-inceton Review ranks Clemson No. 25 among Colleges 
That Pay You Back - Without Aid. 
• In 2014-15, Clemson had five National Science Foundation 
Graduate Research Fellows; two students received Fulbright 
Grants and fo ur received Goldwater Scholarships. 
• Diverse Issues in Higher Education recognized Clemson as the 
nation' No. 16 for conferring undergraduate degrees and 
No. 12 for conferring doctoral degrees in engineering to 
students of color. 
• In FY 2014, C lemson's externally funded research 
expenditures were $97.5 million; awards totaled $ 108 million. 
• Clemson's Palmetto Cluster ranks among the top five on the 
list of university-owned supercomputers in the U.S., accord ing 
to the 2014 Top500 list of international supercomputers. 
• Clemson was ranked No. 16 as a "Most Innovative School" by 
US.News & World Report, 2016. 
• Last year, more than 760 teams with 4,179 students 
participated in Creative Inquiry, a unique Clemson initiative 
that brings together undergraduate students and facu lty to 
research important issues that affect ou r world. 
• From a pool of 42,000 professors, five Clemson educators are 
profiled in "The Best 300 Professors" by The Princeton Review. 
• Sixteen endowed-chair faculty positions have been created to 
attract new, top facu lty through the SmartState Program. 
• Among national public universities, a number of Clemson 
graduate progra ms are ranked in the top 50: National 
Research Council ranks 14; US.News & World Report ranks 20; 
Design Intelligence ranks one; and Plantizen ranks one. 
• Since 2005, Clemson research has generated 15 spinoff 
companies; 147 active patents, producing $28 million in 
revenue; and $1.29 billion in research awards. 
• Clemson University International Center fo r Automotive 
Resea rch is home to the nation's only graduate Department 
of Au tomotive Engineering and has more than 200 students 
pursuing M.S. and/ or Ph.D. degrees. CU-ICAR also houses 
17 resident partners and numerous research labs. 
continued on reverse 
• The Life Sciences facility and the SCE&G Energy 
Innovation Center at the Clemson Univer ity Restoration 
Institute in North Charleston have been awarded LEED 
Gold certification by the U.S. Green Building Council. 
• The Clemson University Biomedical Engineering 
Innovation Campus at the Greenville Health System strives 
to develop high-impact medical technology and devices and 
to transfer research and engineering to clinical applications. 
• Clemson University is ranked No. 8 among national 
univer ities on the 2015 US.News & World Report list of the 
most efficient schools. 
• Design Intelligence magazine named Clemson's architecture 
graduate program No. 7 among accredited public 
institutions. 
• The Clemson University Advanced Materials Center 
provides state-of-the-art equipment, including one of the 
nation's most advanced electron microscope facilities. 
• Agricultural education, research, extension and regulatory 
initiatives enhance economic development in South 
Carolina's largest industry, the $34 billion agribusiness 
sector, with a focus on productivity, profitability, 
sustainability and new opportunities in crop improvement, 
precision agriculture and environmental technology. 
• Clemson ranks No. 6 in the nation in alumni giving 
participation among national universities, according to 
US.News & World Report. 
• 95 percent of seniors have taken part in an internship, a 
research project, study abroad or other student engagement 
opportunity. 
• For the sixth year in a row, Clemson has been named to the 
President's Higher Education Community Service Honor 
Roll. 
• The 2016 Princeton Review ranks Clemson No. 1 for best 
career services. 
• Clemson's incoming freshman ACT and SAT scores rank 
number one among South Carolina's public universi.:ies 
according to US.News & World Report, 2016. 
• Clemson students consistently capture intercollegiate 
championships in academic and club competitions such as 
the Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge, Pershing Rifles, Ethics 
Bowl, Blue Key and Traffic Bowl. 
• The Princeton Review ranks Clemson No. l for good 
town-gown relations, No. 7 for happiest students, No. 1 
for "everybody packs the stadium" and No. 2 for "their 
students love these colleges." 

